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isv .lover. joyvkly.\

place, spare no pains to establish lor
good character for hone-tv. punctuality,
'i on may not speak, or even deign
uid economy. II a man'- -v .lit i.- good,
T > give a smile or kindly look :
and he 1s in want of’tln loan of a lew dollar-, to
Tin past may ne'er be heard again—
< arrv oil his business to a better
advantage, he can
He It‘t*i untouched—a sealed book;
readily get it; but if otherwise, the lender will
And others that may never know
Keep his money and the borrower may do as he
What lies beneath the outer guise:
■ an.
Never make a positive promise to pay monThe slightest ilush tells me the How
ey, or do anything else on a certain day. without
Of
s,nne j rovi-on.
thoughts all hid from other eyes:
tse all endeavors to meet every
In vain you may the past ignore—
engagement
Avoid apunctually at tie' tinn
We never can be strangers more.
10 .eh
a- possible
all jarring or ditVcrcnees with
others: if they do arise, compromise the matter,
new-born ties may pro-' the claim-.
Though
veil ar some sacrifice, if it
can lie done; if not.
Am! duties stern make their demands.
ica\c ii t<» a reference, and there let it end. Be
And fresh excitements, and new aims.
par!i‘ !iairly careful in guard against being eonWith friendship Weave new social band*:
lie'! in lawsuit-: in most eases it i- Ir-tho- to
Still, since what each hath felt and known.
up the c i a Mil than to go t,. law about il. It iThough you may stand aloof, apart.
a-y u» get into law, but oftentimes very hard and
Strive to forget, the past disown.
vpeu.-b c to gei out of it.
And blot old memories from v *ur h art.
If your capital is -mall, begin business on :« modI oo long was hop'd its secret doorerate mal-'. and a- your gains and experience inWe never can be strangers more.
crease. your hu- ne-- may also be increased.
J.ef
Though lengthened years may cast their shade.
-pi cul iiim: \ rv much alone, and be contented
And distance wide may dim the view,
wiili thi siowm- but more -d lain ]>roiiis of regular
Our present fears and hopes may fade.
bii-im---.
Void entirely all visionary spe -ulativc
< Mir paths of Ii!«• be strung* and new
-••hemes, that, like the mom- multieaiili-, hold out
Kvciitful changes meet may we.
pro-jM I of rapid accumulation. and making an ,
That tine and < irviimstance may ra<t:
indopcii.P ill. fortune in a -hort time. But see the
lhd what is known to you and me.
rnil
ail apiece of deception, attended with the
Will live is long as life shall last*,
1 o-.- of much money and trouble.
A tel swell ft mi quicken ever nu
It your Imsine." is farming, have votir work so
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l
or
:
we can ne'er be strangers more.
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to
one
to
another
aathing
irrangt
change from
little a- pos-ihle in the -aim dav ; do one thing at
time ami l'uii-h that before beginning anottier:
and always remember, that if a thing is worth doTHE SHABBY HAT.
Let there be no
ing at all. it i- worth doing well
of
to
amuch
and
dri\
lured
get
hurry ing
ing
help,
Xow. John, you must give up lliis lime
work a- po—iblc out of tin m in a day, nor pinch |
:1am down to work for ic-. tin n common wages; to me. like a dear boy, and get yourself a
Hi.t<- i- mulling gained bv it hui the name of a nice thiek overcoat; I don’t mean you shall
io-0-li-tr-d. bard ma-lcr. and perhaps a little addi- ever wear that one
again it is really too
tion of ill-will.
bad”—and so saying Mrs. Flakewhite took
"lay at home, aw -•• o to ti;• work voiir-« II, that |
it is <|one properly am! in tie- rigid time.
Ileal' u]> from the, table the coat in question, which
fairly .aild pa v in a-h or -hurt credit -: -■ tile with had been a warm friend to me, for I don’t
;d] those ya111 deal with at |ea-l once a y.-ar.
Keep j know how many winters, and had been
lair account- of debt ami credit.-o that you may,
turned and repaired, till what with new linkmov at any time how your a Hairs are going on.
!;' you borrow anything of your neighbor, be ing- and buttons, different collars and bindtill that it i-not injured, and return it as soon j ings to the cuffs, very little ot the original
\ hi are done with it. and make the
aim* terms
garment, remained, and the general result
w ii h him \\ le u they borrow.
was unmistakably shabby—and hung it up in
B aerommodatinu. for it o-t> but little, rememthe closet, with a very determined air indeed,
big that you may \ lair-ep !><• jiiaccd in ditlicully.
Have
p|:. !:• put till your tools and imple- that plainly told me her decision in the ease
was linal.
a:-, wlieu not in u-e. am! then you will know
w lie r> 11 it
re. wire wanted to u
The fact of the matter was this: Very unagain. IJow
ee
if ii flout
plows, harrows, etc., left in the expectedly and
opportunely, I had sold one
e.caier of the ('em c where they were la-t used.
of my pictures at a fair price, and having
A man w ill never make a poor farm rich, and i
*•0! little niomy, tie!
tliese small matter- are at- paid in full the arrears of some household
; tended to.
accounts, there still remained in our hands
If tli re-linuJd b<- any new-fangled project got
unexpended the magnificent sum of twenty'pud there is scarcely a year passed without.) live dollars, the best use to make of which
ride purpo-i of improving land, oi making monia-t• r and easier: il yam arc disposed to try we were arguing and deciding upon, when
i in a!!, do it mi a small -« ale, and then if it should the reader is introduced into our snug little
blank, a- lliev m >d commonly do. there sitlingroom.
i*i''*\
Ten dollars of the amount we
will not he niiii'li loss; imt if it sueeeecds, try it both
should go into the savings bank,
agreed
avaiii, a- om- (Yperimeiit in '.'arming- operations,
while the remaining fifteen dollars—very
not establish a fact.
I do,
1
opro\c o!' ibrim r-tning c\t»crim it- on a large to an artist with a reputation yet. to make,
i:i:i’! -cale. that look bkelv to !••■ bcuelicial in
and the best little wife in the world to sup: i-ing crop-, or improving land. There ha\«• been
we were free to use as we pleased.
port
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i‘ a
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nice it must lie for .-dine of my artist friends
whose pictures were always in demand, to
; whom such alfairs were not unusual, hut
both dreams and imagination were now cer-

It was : new one, just issued from the
Chemical Bank, and crackled as I took it up.
It..
and though I seemed 10 be looking at its
printed face, my mind's eye -aw nothing
was busy tar away, with a
new
j there,a hnt
new alpaeea dress, new thick gaiters
lint,
i and new warm gloves, that 1 intended would
v
•!■
ill,
Flaki-white.
!
ii
j lie a surprise for Mrs.
*. iHastily pinning a hit of paper on my studio
.v
-i !.'i
door that slated when 1 should return.T rushed
am
over into the Bowery to a milliner’s store,
where Mrs. Flakewhite and 1 were known; 1
>■
ih
too klhe woman that waited on me into partial
«'
o
confidence, and in a few minutes suited myself
O
-'o
1111 a,
'’Mfi'ii
n i:!, A •..
ing, uncomplaining, gentle, hard-toiling, with a hat which was good, modest ami lady•'I who d i -i•;*veivi| it. Min. Washinyt'*n < hamd !-.*]•:
111,;- and •!;. I a in- I
''i•
w!io tin'- Ii-1' fresh. busier meat the year cheerful wile with such articles of necessity like, and in about a half hour—which had
a
ani— lo
*11• i.•
an I
■;,i
jU;n an j
It
:•
*.
as she
but
some
labor.
iv.,ii:n-.
-imp!
required, and add many a litthf luxu- been thirty minutes of great enjoyment to
/'"id
aid ]■ ■, a
I >1alullin' ami In- Tie
Mbm.r is done In boiihw ami ('rviim alternately,
J
ry to our simple needs and fancies, during me—n as hack again in my studio, my several
ni-!iin«>tl with -weet miik. boiling and fry-i
tile long stay of winter, who had already parcels hidden where they would he safe
".o.-. with 4. If!- Ho o 11.
im if.- i
;
11>
IMe- receipt ;
I’.oil slowly in
ft, d: aai. th«
n"0> iiv \
on his rough from observation, and with a
..«'!> a nil*
wati-r- till MiUiewntlN fiv-ln n< d.
'1’hen heralded its coming by sending
delightful antioi,
it til. war
uvaiA I o I'pifi'-i' ?-:»
-II
a
another wafer, and ndm-e to a frv. The j nitrlil winds to moan among the tree lops,
of Mrs. Flakcwhite’s surprise in the
cipation
i• >f
\
ii to'*
ai
if ‘In*
.iir-i
Miould not take loir_-— about tifteeu minutes. to shake,
fluttering down, the rustling brown morning, again addressed nivsclf to work.
|
d
it fun. v\» :
ruin nvi\ I"'. ;• would h*t o' •' while till about bait'd,me w less. >o :is to
i leaves that seemed reluctant even in death,
:• do "li
M'll.'i
lot
"i m. ki ! \\ olll I
During the evening of this eventful day
1T. \Na!ei well
lit. ''hr it will be snappish
bore them, and to we walked out
111" JO i.
-!;. -i,
dd }.
,0-1*11 \
If.- 11
n"
i■,■ •.
runi (Ol tiif fa! ami pour on sweet to quit the houghs that
together, anil to Mrs. Flakeion-i
-mu ;-o-1- 7 >n!i!>l.
In i or j.-n.
’:i la.
i:ie!i boil ilowti another fifteen minutes, rudely sing and frolic about our ehi-mney- white's
after her critical
.satisfaction,
great
o
i!,. la —k- a:n! mi !••
ll i. aid'
t'i lioi'h bv fi'\ imr brow
Now you have souie- tops, impudently
blowing down pull's of examination of seams and linings and bu.:•" Mi aI
i p* Tie. •! ly tender ; the o
Hot a 11 frie< 1
as we satpiear our
our
face,
smoke
into
very
ton holes and pockets, the coat was decided
oi
dd O'". t it hi
i- ttro-ki-l
with
mi
in it
I’iie lean is little wood
h
: -;
w i- oilmvd
ii
lire, during the li.-st chilly even- upon, paid for, and worn home. 1 must here
an.
; :a —. I
-ii':“i'
with Mi !•■•-!. Poiv. ev. n
i;:. 1 or oilmr« nt'
i-' -.a ni’i or In : j.
! -!. 1 11 i»i •.
uf
while
Jack
Frost"—win- disclose to the reader in strict confidence—
October,
oi i, :•: ioi:111!,•, may Mins >o t ivated t« uTent j ings
d i' fo .o o'- an ! i.
hi---: i: o',. til! m*w. t'h.mi '"e. Will each hoimc-wif.- lire
read" tins t trr's clown and jester—was already at his having a wholesome dread of pulled ears
I* i!o-. r
!: ,,;n ohm a id a half
i!
and *r<*t the bem-lit of i; :•
It is no I pranks jogging nature's arm as she daintily
Ip
tr>
before my eyes —that several times on return
u a do...
In |k
tii
[ i ir- i! ,-o-i- !' ''i-'.
D.» no' pass jt bv mie\ peri men! d. but
j painted our window panes, thus causing the | home, 1 was made to walk a little in front,
-a
t hi
a
! iiion to han! i: :
uuii'ki-f 1 * \
1
IE i.uub
;
di pi
meat
a
;!i:- im-}
-! n:ik and
a>40: : it h
*
•m "M -.; 1' po.-k.
| long, slanting lines we see zig-zagging across I that Mrs. Flakewhite might again enjoy the
ounlr> (..ml. mi m.
oi
and In- Intin* in•
them a cold night, rougeing nose as well as excellence ol the lit, and
admiringly appreei
a
i,
a
\ 11*»! ii•
lioiuli! lace of old maid and young, nipping sharply ate my new-found
’■
•»' -!
hn ; ofaa..-- la-'. \\ m!« 1 wilt'll
elegance.
|
at
causand
1
toes,
HORSE-RACING AT FAIRS.
"
exposed lingers
heedlessly
r
m-lirl in mai !.--f
Pleading fatigue. I retired that night rathe;
d
:m
ing many a groan f.-oiu those unsheltered I sooner than usual, and matured in ■ juiot my
tom; a tin \ \v mild
;’v
|o ,,r lint m any aeri. nilnr; ]
glad
*
:
if-Ad
for
r|-.
a
from
his
fu-linl.
merciless fun.
I
[That’il do for one plan for surprising Mrs. Flakewhite in the
''.minis aie taking ground against Inn M--raeing at
a;
dr',
;n
in Him -vo rnragrieui iural lairs, and are nr- mg its disrontiu- scntcnci*J
In Himorning, as soon ns l know ray nuuitiu
ir-1 tlu-n- \va- a cliam-i
mi tin- gr-mitd that. “last horses” an- not it
'Hiiis moralizing myself awake, I quietly i
was truly oft' in the land of dreams,
io
tliiu
Ii 'Min,' mi to 11* artii !-•:
partner
•'!!
n*v
-san
lortlie
farmer,
and
insh ad ot being turned out ot IkmI, dressed and slipped out ot ! 1
i
’•
lh- r< \\
hard!
a
stole out of the bed into another room,
po silfilil *. —. hr
ii advantage to him is in
eases
the
man>
direetly
ii-"o:
the room, leaving Mrs. Flakewhite—poor,
am\
f!n- laid
a
Mon -.
dm
‘'1' i 11 g hho
"M
O
brought out mv hidden treasures, and com.in Hi.* bn sin*..
t i I'«• 1, 1 ( t I. 1
1
I f t\ 11m\ l*
I *,
o vi»» 11 y
K' ,*. o\ i•
pain
-ill” these boive*.. m
menced uni.ig 11 la.f.i-ai... .1 i'.ij/,
h.Mlegloef
.f Improper j
in,.,, |,m;1 o',
and tin !•>-- i- not
d in
!
went
into
down
the
ion-, and frequently to the demoralization
sitting-room for mv eliased for this very purpose. At the bottom,
i
! _r 11a ii j-. .ira d.pav or
.on i- r
ii- -ons. who. getting a fondness tor fast horses
o|
where
I had changed them the night two
shoos,
!|
'a
nd-|r Inv u un up t • on! l'.i-r men.
pairs of gloves and half a dozen white
,>riMi la!
iVr.nieiitly go “to tin bad.*' Horses, previous tor mv slipjiers. and while engaged |
o
I i: if- •! t-'-’l.
1 I
;• if,
■! tv*
[ 11
handkerchiefs, with colored borders, then in
no1 '"xj in l most useful of at!'ionie-tie animals, j
in putting them on, some articles of female
i. -n lort iinali
a
v\ an.
a.
,win
in!
a
m d
have •: eonspieiious position at our fairs.
j many sets ot plain linen collars and eutls of
a
a
h- nonIll
•!" r o i.,n
attire on a chair near hv attracted mv atJpit ill nid b u 11: \ in a Id not Im diou <
dift'erenl shapes—and thought as 1 laid these
d to monopolize
ii
•■!
i.»*
I*"',
rn
natun
i"
fuihi-*
thing and e uise the r< -t of tin* exhibition t-. tention. First, there lay on top Mrs Flake-j in. how Mrs. Flakewhite’s delicate sense of
d mi of' 4*-u-!i \ (*a ,a
-M S* t *i-'
■’. f
white’s hat of brown straw; it was neatly)
ignored. No agrieuitur.il soeiety
in long hold
1
non
I !n-n if am.
i a’d -i
lady-like neatness would enjoy wearing them
Tether where sindi a polii V i- p»:r-11 d.
|<Jer- mended in a dozen places; the pearl-colored
n i*
m
if al»io., thi- a’ < rava 11•
—next, a pair of the very best doublcd-soled
ntown Telegraph.
i u
.1 ai oir.-''- lor
ribbon
on
it,
but
little
a
inlt
]
soiled, was) gaiters, over those a pearl-colored dress patthough
vp>
O
'Oi-i n
1 creased and
t
!"• a hard
a 1 ii I'i
with
line
and
holes,
perforated
’dm:
tern—sixteen yards of it—that the man 1
..’if
it
)..-«•un.h-r
pricked almost to a pattern, in places where bought it of assured me was of excellent
*’ *u
ir1' to
|. and
10 PRINT ON FRUITS.
; ‘oi
been
it
had
sewed
on
in
different shapes;)I
ptH-n *f sm li *»wupathv
quality, and on the top id all the now hat,
there were no llowers in it. and the strings, the
a
a
-f.0- -i..
l
-r> i.o opt finds hini" lii'ii :i li mil..mt" fruit is inti'iuli iI l.t lie shown
crowning gift, and lii summit to this
n
a
to
nh
himilr,mi much lying under her round chin, ! monument of all’eetion, reared in
p- rliaps
I'if nf -I'ttl in
Ifii'ii'l, ji will :uM snmi'lliinn Ij
grateful
i;■ .a
d, .■ jsI.- a, ■(
n
:i,
1 felt my eyes moisten
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till' Win ill Unw in tn linvi- It
11:111)1’ ill' tint of i
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"'HI' 11, fIll |irintI iiiilulil.lv nil If.
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as I looked at it,
end
dim,
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This
sight
grow
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my
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On the cover of
an unsealed
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I" f 111
this III n 111 til" ]
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"• til" '["Villl'-il lllnsl
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that
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remembered
dear
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face;
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| |n III" sun.
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“Will my dear wile accept I rum her husband the
r
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accompanying box and it' contents, and still ennmu
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wilt'll
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last
and
other
shortI
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tinue to oblige the giver.by ri lnenilioringcach time
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year’s style
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1 if
ill" j’:i! 1 i- ivnuivi'il. Iihivins: tin- niumt .li*- ]
makes us of any of these articles, that she has
1 t:i* t if
t i'itiii1.
l 11-ui si|iiti'tiu unit in..]nus iimiios i comings, many a kind, admiring glance was I
and honestly earned them, by her habits of
.lit! Ii-'II|V lillty 1." im 1.• ti111\ i11111 r.• s\ |,». slightly I directed at its contents as Mrs. Flakewhite fairly
prudence, economy and cheerful labor, under cir",v*
■! 1 il!" tin
'lift.i"" \\ 1 ii 1.■ 1111 1 ;if" "Tnwill", : and I walked out in the afternoon, when it
‘Alls IN NATURAL SOirNCL.
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cumstances that render these qualities truly valua\ni" 'i 111 \ "I'ii iillitfisi.
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i became too dark to paint. Then there was | lilt1. Also, that though the articles in question mav
I "' ii- ii
wear out and utterly disappear with use and time,
In ntt>i. L
i»i i*• l". lll(
| a well-worn dress half ripped up, that my,I! that
U:,‘
l1, "ii llnv.
this letter lie preserved and shown to children,
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:tn<l uiiI
ORANRERRIES FOR POTS AND HANGING wife’s nimble lingers were doubt less engaged grandchildren and
j
their children, as a‘-perpetual
\ Lit:’.
m
turning and trimming so as to look rc- honor to her rememhranee:
CASKETS.
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mat
ters
in I- -iirli.ee
spent ably
story connected with it. that they may he urged to
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street
:
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a
of
little
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i- in, I tin* I'nllnwill.a xei'llellt Sll^est inil : “I do Ho! see j gaiters!
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turn
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lias
ever
noticed
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delieale Ibl- of a lady’s dress, that, looked at when sepaI !m\\ any one,
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•I,
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anil flowers of the cranberry, even when wild rated from the wearer, so charm and fas- prove herself to lie indeed a crown to her husband.
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FLAKEWIIITE."
ii,,
! mu! unetillivated, eonld fail Io ho struck with its |) einates masculine eyes as a well-shaped little
| heaiitv. Ihil my object now i< t o call 1 ho at lent ion hoot or
the box and letter on the
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(I itl:u liimn!
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of Voiir reader'' lo
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When thusixrown the Iona, slender stems, ! so to speak, the finishing touches to the to see it in the morning as soon as she got up.
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I stole back into bed, and—unusual thing tor
! droopini; from the basket, together with the rich
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Let those who
fruit, form .a most beautiful object.
to Mrs. Flakewhite had been “tin- me—actually wished for daylight.
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llultir mnnli in,
|'|u 1 novelties, make a rustic basket, and put a few islied" too liiueli.
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I replaced these several artieles on the i did every hour during the night, fearing to
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will say they never saw anvlhin
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djdi into mv studio, soon forgot mv trouble table, where all as yet was just as I left it.
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and found relict in work. Whether the sight I and lay quietly awaiting the discovery of the t
JOSH BILLINGS PAPERS.
of the objects of my dear wife’s uncomplain- box by Mrs. Flakewhite—which could not
ing labor had nerved my hand to unusual ef- [now bo long delayed—when I should l'eign i
The Monkey.
i forts, or whether I had chanced upon a
po- II he profonmiest slumber. In a little while
The monkey iz a human hcin
a
jeuliarly fortunate moment for work, 1 cannot [ she moved, and seeing me, as she supposed, undersized, kivered with hair, hitched little
to a
i say but this much I know, difficulties of last asleep, quietly arose, and- just as;I had
tail and Idled with the devil.
! drawing that had perplexed and hindered hoped and saw through half closed eyelids—
Naturalists will tel! you, if you ask them,
me for a week, vanished under the strokes of she noticed the box at
once, walked towards that 1 am mistaken, that 1 mean well
emill'.
this
ii
mv
it.
read
the
address
to herself on the letter, and
;
morning.
happv pern
don’t mean tow deceive ennyliody, Imt
I touched on little patches of color that as- and with a smile of wonder and
curiosity
the monkey iz not a human Being, he iz simtonished and charmed me with their excel- opened it and I watched her read it slowly to
ply a pun on humanity, a kind ov malishus
lence; half tints of great delicacy and lilli- the end.
ov Jupiter’s, a lihel. with a
long tail tew
Now it was my turn to be surprised, for 1 joke
ulty placed themselves, as it were, by some
it, a misterious mixter ov ludikrous mischief
magical power not my own, in just the right had.certainly expected that her natural female and state humor, a kind ov
hobbyhoss
j place, while deep, strong shadows liowed curiosity would already have been hard at I or connekting gang-plank,pacing
between man in
! boldly from
my ltrush and increased the effect work diving into the "box, and her little his
and
the
biz
beast
in
darkness.
dignity
all the rest.
lingers would have explored to the very last! 1 hav a hi
j1 of Not
opinyun ov the naturalist, and
long after a iififety breakfast on my parcel in it; but no—she actually dropped inall kinds ov the dictionary fraternity and
part. Mrs I'lakowhite came into my studio, to a chair by the table, and without so much tuch mi hat
J dressed
tew them when wo meet, and 1 reto go out—wearing the same brown as touching the box, covered her face with
them for what they know, Imt don’t
j hat with the pearl-colored ribbon, last year’s her hands, sobbing convulsively, while tears spect
style, that had affected me so unpleasantly' a commenced coming thick and last, trickling worship them for what they don’t know az.
lew
hours before—lor her habitual good-by down her lingers on to the letter that now lay the heathens do their wooden gods.
I
1 don’t kare what the philosophers savthev
kiss, and 1 (brew into my greeting of her in her lap.
inure than usual heartiness and Leuderncss,
1 saw at once that it would never do to let kan prove in this matter, I tell you conVnlenmi Christian friend, that you am, the
I mm a feeling of self-reproach at having al- this thing go on, and besides a
lump in my shally, are relasliuns.
! lowed so much goodness and loveliness to own throat, that grew there in the most suit- i monkey
ot success in uovonnuti,
mi.t t,o gii>- l
T don’t pretend tew say that you are broth-1
den manner, warned mo that it was quite
j disfigure its.-df with such a bonnet.
| rapture on the kite that looked like a men
ors and sisters, but I do pretend tea' state,
“(Jood-bv. John, dear; I am so glad you time to wake up: so with a would-be sleepy
t -peek on the
sky, fully a quarter of a mil.
that
or ennv other kind ov oritti rs, j
are painting so well this morning,’’ said site; yawn, and a very
I-’or some moments it described
away
decidedly sheepish face— who monkeys,
exercise
reason, even if the light of it iz j
see
“we
shall
soon
that
semi-circle, in the air, oeea-ionalh jerking
|
somebody’s name well only
fortunately for me Mrs. Flakewhite az. dim az a number six
dip candle in the 1 so hard a- to nearly lift the hoy. Soon it
known in this city, and we shall he selling didn't sec that—I sat up in bed, and as nothov the noonday situ, are our relasliuns,
rays
all wc can paint, and we shall have to double ing more appropriate for this unlooked-for
made a lurious plunge, ami rose again
! and quadruple our prices and have orders 1o turn of affairs suggested itself to me, I simply for a certain amount.
rapidly as to lift the aerial navigator cle.-t
The
fence
between
the
animal
and
only
from t.im ground.
any amount, and we shall have a large, said:
iz
brute
folks
instinkt
and
and
it tk
reason,
: handsome studio, with a real north
Nor did he conic down again immediate! v.
“Why, Mrs. Flakewhite!”
light, and
natralist
kant
that
the
prove
monkey dont but kept rising higher and higher, at tic! a window so tall we shall have to go up on a
She looked up at me, and smiling through
II
show
a single glimmering of reason, I
say lie same time drifting in a southerlv direct..
j ladder to open it. and we shall have a nice, her tears—and if I did not sec a distinct rain- must step
opli from the monkey’s tail, aim until an altitude of
thick overcoat every winter if we like, and bow shining in front of her face it was beseventy-live feet or m r
let him eat at the lirst table.
we shall go into the
was reached.
country every summer cause my own eyes were decidely misty for
By clinging to the cord tinThe nnmkey iz imitative lew the highest
lad was enabled to maintain at, upright po-i
sketching, with our little wife to read to us the moment—she came around to my side of
and imilashun iz a direkt transgresswhile we paint, and we shall grow great and the bed, and putting her arm around my neck, | degree,
tii>11. hut he was unable to untie i\ w:r wa
hun ov the. law ov instinkt. and iz fallow
such a course desirable, for while the
good ami—and”—and 1 could not listen managed to say, between great gasping sobs—
within
the
domain
ofveazon.
was leading him to apparent destruction, i'
another instant to her happy story, and
“John, dear! you are—entirely too good— ground
Instinkt don't step one single step aside j
wa- the only immediate mean- of sal'etv
throwing down pallet and brushes, my arms to me—that—letter—is the nicest—-present— tew smell ov a [lower or
a eat'-tail.
j closed around her with a bear-like hug, and 1 ever had—in all my life—I do thank you a llut argument ain’t mi pull
The scene was indescribably horrifying to
lighting weight. I tin- few who
I stopped her laughing with a detonating hundred times for whatever is in the box—
witnessed it.
Perhaps live
the host by asserting things az
j minutes
they
kiss that could have been heard a block but the letter has made, me so happy—I will git along
|
elap-ed in which the. little I'chow
strike, me. and I say upwards ov four thou*-!
was
away, and then making her look me straight treasure it so long as 1 live,” anil off she and tilings
dangling between heaven and earth
every year that I kant prove ennv j
to save himself and beyond tin| in the eyes, 1 carefully whispered. “Mary, went again—sobbing as hard as ever.
powerless
more than L kan prove what
iz.
melody
We soon gained our composure—for I must
reach of assi-taneo from others. Time-he
please (fod. you shall be a true prophet! and
The naturalists may hav their own way. low
'if what you have said ever does come true, confess that such happy tears were contagiset np a cry of anguish, expecting ev> rv
I i( will he greatly owing to the cheerful help ous, and 1 had myself a slight attack—and but they kant hav mine, what little i km uv jI moment to see him dashed to
fragments bewhile 1 dressed, Mrs. Flakewhite fullv equal- about things haz been whispered lew me by j fore their eyes.
when the uppm
j of my own dear, true-hearted wife."
Finally,
“John.” said she, looking through the half ed my oxpcctions in her delight at what the tile spirits ov some oilier romping fritters, current seemed to have -pent its strength,
and iz az distinkt and dutiful, .umlimes tew tin- k te
i closed door, “1 am going to get lamb chops box contained.
began to descend. Fortunately the
M:e j)ut on her best dress to give tun et- me az a dream on an empty stummak, it may cord wawith sweet potatoes for dinner,” and I list.cnstrong and the i,t>v was light
be
all
it
but
never
iz
and
thus
vicious,
wrong
I ed while she merrily sang herself down the feot to her new magnificence, everything iitDuring both the ascent and descent the kill
1
i
iz
knnklude
it
edukaslnin.
stairs, nor moved until ( heard the front door tcil exactly, and with a nice shawl site aldrifting, and as it came down Willie
Now i don't advise ennyliody else tew de- kept
i (dose behind her—and all of earth I held ready had, thrown over her shoulders, and
was brought in proximity to the root' of a
the new hat poised gracefully on her head, pend for their learning upon sieh prekariou* small two story house. II
I most dear.
seized hold ot
I was working interestedly and progress- making an oval frame around her sweet face, school masters, the best way is tew follow the chimney, which happened to he in reach,
ing finely again with my picture, and felt a charmingly colored with pleasure and ex- the ruts, it will take you tew town just az it and -n a few moments was safely anchored.
did yuro daddy.
hopeful spirit and a <juiet peace of mind, that citement. it was now my time not to tire of
There wa a shout of joy from the crowd inThe route that i travel is cirkuitus and
had been unknown to me for months—per- looking at her, as I put her through her paces
low. and -ome of the number quickly procurblind
it
has
and
:i
now
then
vista,
sometimes,
haps ii was a premonition of good fortune in up and down the room, not forgetting a
ed a ladder and reached tin side of the little
store for
me—when the same gentleman glance at the gaiters as they tripped in and or a landscape in it, that iz worth, tew me, aeronaut.
The cord that hound him wafarm
of
more
than
a
tillable
but
laud,
you
called again who had bought my last picture. out, when suddenly she stopped, and looking
and the kin-, deprived of it- balla-t.
jeut.
kant
raize good while beans on a landskape.
He said that it had been much admired since me straight in the eyes, said, “John! these
until it finally reached the
Whenever i drop mi subject, and begin [careened again,
| being framed and placed in a good light at beautiful tilings cost a great deal of money,
i grown 1, fully a mile away.
| his home, and was kind enough to mention and now 1 am waiting for you to tell me tew strut in the subourhs ov soiitiincntility
The bo\ uttered not a word, but -till citing
the very terms of praise which one of our where it all came from, for I know you don't and proverbial pomposity, i ahvus think ov a to tin
chimney, and could not lie persuaded
a
in
dress
on
barn-yard,
par- ! that le was out of
favorite artists had made use of about ii. borrow, and I am just as sure you didn’t gobble turkey,
danger, lie was loivildy
<■•
i
and
that
iz
what
am
ade,
thinking
jist
whose name sent the blood surging and have it."
I tom from the brick-, and restored to I,
and
therefore
i
will
dismount
from
the
now,
“It was merely a part of some money adtingling all over me with pleasure; he would
j home, flic result cannot be called a happi
like a companion picture ol the same size, vanced on an order for a large picture like turkey and git aboard the monkey, (the mon- one as
yet, for the little fellow is h ing d tn
j
he
once
more.
am)
and took the liberty of advancing me one my last 011c, that you know I sold,” said I, key
ill of brain lever, superinduced b\
geroiislv
bow
Pure deviltry iz the monkey's right
hundred dollars towards tie' price, to ensure trying to look indifferent and unconcerned,
tear.
he iz oulv valuable, (az personal property!
my commencing it at once, promising to call and being conscious at the same time of
i
lew look at. and wonder what lie iz. going
soon again and see how I progressed with making a wretched failure of it.
l-'roru !he (Jincinati UttwUc.
the order, and politely took his leave. Alter
“Oh! you sly old fellow, to keep such a tew do next.
lum e. s

lances jf she had expressed a wish to have
.Hi.ti.ise -< entrai t .uk ior a summer
jiv

residence; and build a rose
covered cottage in the ltamble.” This impovtant matter being brought to a satisfactoar
that
d' '■ f ’.ills -do.pod
ry conclusion, and having been talking about
f.0 IMP- :o f.lid
it for a longtime, we went to bed.
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I fo jd
adid
1
1 awoke early next morning; the hamon• fa- aooiio
jo'
met
of our little eight-day (do k in the
dv
-m- or !o
:ii -v a
i!rui
1
anid lY'on
i,
corner had iust struck live hurried, blows on
a".
»\n -io
ii\ min. -m ay.
the twanging piece of curled wire inside its
••
la
;a a:,
a’1'
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gothic porch, while the gorgeous landseapi
I-. o, Ivin a, lip m ,d.'
ail
lid fa' llioja a: d
r;!-ilv
painted on its glass window front, resplend!,
f*W ;
v. Iliall o k- !
ent in the earliest mellow light of a summer
1
| T
•:
:aIlilO' do
sun, was the tirst object which greeted my
a' nd m :
o
a!
oi". and
sleepy eyes, as consciousness again broke in
-!;-.
o{ tin
-1
upon my short forgetfulness of trouble in
11
'"do-’ lo
i
li loaf;'
\\ ini< :• v aiio ll*.*
sleep, waiting me to realize that it was time
\\
r<
n
to lie up and doing—that every available inji tivin:* of
v
n
-’•it.
on.
.•,"ii
At »dal
slant of daylight must be coined upon my
I id’, ani:; .*•■-.
pallet -every rav of sunlight, so far as lay
! id
-,i, .port:.timi
|
within my power, lie stamped upon my can! h
ip
-oa-oii i•! a dn
.ii
.in-!
in*
oc’-d if no}
iv
HOW TO MAKE OLD SALT PORK AS SWEET vas in some recognized form of legal tender,
!.
•i
lln ’o.mi- ov "i u-.od
oithe sum total to lorm the basisiof a “sight
AND TENDER AS FRESH PIG S MEAT
li.oik
In
am
w oil
draft” upon the public, that, if duly ‘'honorMl
V I !, 11:
in I !;.
it!' r<
ale Mil this. 1 hoi mil il may
ii > 11 • *; i!»11
ed'’ when presented, would furnish my lov1"
no l;t;ijjl lo-- to I If
1
i,
iik.
We have tri< d i;. ami we know the
if.
V'-

mi

a lirm
in her right hand, giving it a pull at each word to be quite sure I
was giving attention, and said, in a coaxing
lone and manner, the like of which 1 never
did see in any other woman—never—“John !
when I say please, you always do what I
wish- now please buy yourself a new coat.”
Of course I promised to do as she asked ;
I could not have refused under the
eii-cum-j lie
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hitherto been considered quite a pastime.
A
lad named Willie Goodman,
aged leu year.-,
residing on Columbia street, like every otic :
hoy in the kite Hying period of his existence,
became ambitious to make a monster kite
laat should tly
higher than any other tint
ever
was made.
Accordingly he made
one with
wing-, such as may he seen in anv
1
'.Nt "hop window. It was built after the
-tyie ij! a Japanese kite, anil was full}' -i s
i'-'et in length.
The stout framework was
covered with paper in a very artistic manner,
and a strong hempen cord was attached t>
tile onissbeams.
AH
tiling'-- prepared, two companion
•■buo-sted" tn-- artificial bird to a proper
angle and it Hew into the air like a thing ot
life, l! arose moderately at lirst, the wind
taking it to the westward, hut having attained about .'no fit it came into an opposing
current which drove it to the smith with
great velocity. The mammoth toy rose still
higher and higher, the litth- aeronaut letting
imt the
string, which was tn arly jerking him
Oil his ii-et.
As hi- kite went upward ticbo}'- spirit- went with it, and he continued
paying out the line until at length an end
was reached, hut still the ravenous kite dmanded more. Being arrested in it- flight ii
began to jerk and pull so savagely that tin
lad was compelled to tie the cord about I,.wrist to prevent its slipping from his handThe ambitious hoy had reached the he vie
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AERIAL ADVEMTURE.

I

..ail trades, out
he wdl latiier, and try tew -have
all that on your mind, and those collars and I himself, and color his mustash, put him in a
handkerchiefs and new dresses and a hat all dri goods store, and he will handle more
file while lucked
in some dark corner. ; goods than the lx -t retail clerk in A. 1

o.i
.1
splendid seem) e........
iiinrmng! how did you dare to go asleep with
..l,,,.,.

1

v

j

barber

I\

shop.

away

The incidents above related happened several years ago, and by the kindness of my
purchaser, through him I was enabled to oblain other orders from friends and aeipiaint- i
alien..,, and now—thanks to a kind public— :
have no dlllieully in disposing of all 1 atn i
aide to produce. The greater part of Mrs.
lTakewhite's laughing prophecy lias become
reality, and Mary Flakewhite, aged three I
years, will soon lie old enough to have
shown to her the letter, which her mother
keeps safely laid away among her greatest
treasures; only a few days ago Mrs. Flakewhite sent her running into my studio with ;
a “see, papa, see !” wearing over her
bright j
curls the original brown hat with pearl-c.nl- |
ored ribbon, last year’s stylo,” that was so
intimately connected with my change of
fortune, while she herself stood at the door,
looking as cheerful and if possible more
charming than she did on the eventful day
wlidi she last wore it, while she said,
■•John, dear, do you remember that hat ?”
A

correspondent of the Charleston Courier

relates

a

conversation

as

it occurred at

a

political mass meeting at Kingston, South
Car dina, between U. I>. Carpenter, the Reform candidate for Governor, and one l’owell
Smythc, Radical candidate for State Senator:

.fudge Carpenter

was

alluding to the

increase of taxes, when Powell

terrupted him, saying: “May
question. Judge ?”
The Judge—“Certainly, if

heavy

inT ask you a

Smythc

Stewart employ.
The monkey ha/, not got a logikal head, it
iz tew much like a pin lied, all in a heap to
oust, hut hiz face i/. a concentrated dew drop
and malishus mischief
lie resembles the rat terrier in countenance
and skratehes hiz In ! az natural az a distrikt skool 5■ v, and undoubtedly for the same
■

reason.
never grow enny older in expivsyoung monkey looks jist like hiz
grandpapa, melted up and horn again.
They are smnetim
kept as pets, Imt 1
should rather watch two adopted orphan hovs
fresh from the Home of the Friendless, than

Monkeys

lum.

a

■-

two

monkey

s.

They will eat everything tint a man
except bolony sausage, here they show

will,
more

instinkt than reason.
lint after till, the the monkey show- e\ idont signs ov reason. I hey are. az a means
ov praktikal grace, the most useless kritters
i hav ever pondered over and skrateheil mi
lied about.
They won't work, and they won't play,
unless they kau raize sum devil, they are too
mutch like a human being in looks and
actions to kill oil', it iz impossible tew gaze
at one and git mad at him. and it iz impossi
j hie tew lall'at their smirking satanity. without getting mad at yourself.
If ennyhody should make me a present ov
a monkey, i don’t know now whether 1 should
konsidor it. intended for malice, or a joke. Imt
i do know that i should send him back Id the
same person that fetched him. tew the donor,
<>. />.
j marked in loud italicks
In konklusion : thare iz only one thing that
i have a great supply of doubt about, in reference tew the monkey, and that iz hi- moral
j stamina, while in the garden ov Ihlcn, with
the rest of the critters, previous to the time
that Adam fell—was he strictly on the -puare,
or was he just as full ov the devil as lie is
now ?
An answer to the above konumlrun iz
earnestly solicited.

tKWBLE

SVYliVl.

in martial at Now
Saturday, at a post
Harraeks, William Haehe. a rnited
c o

|

I wouldn’t have believed it of you !”

I

port

State's soldier, was found guilty of desertion,
ami sentenced to <mo year’s confinement at
hard labor.
morning between the fust and
| sei Yesterday
n11 roll c alls, lie was marelie 1 out of tinguardhouse under two soldiers and toward
tin Licking liivcr.
Haohe broke from hi
guard and plunged into the 1.hiking, nOi
drown himself, but to swim to the opposite
where lie believed for him was liberty
; side,
while behind him there would bo gullet ser
the guards cried “halt.”
It was no
vice,
The two guards
use.
Haohe swam on.
tired, but did not hurt him. The whole post
guard was called up, anil ordered to tin
upon the deserting comrade. Hang, bang
bang, went the guns, Haohe was not touched by the score ot balls that splashed the
< >u he swam
water around his head.
only
the faster t wards freedom, away from hated
restraint as the whiss of the minics iuetvn-. d
The batiks ot the Licking were lined with
! people, exited intensely, not heeding tli
! deadly missiles that screamed after the sir.
gliug fugitive. One soldier was -wimmoie
f,.r life: forty soldiers were sending d< !!f
lie was
liercest messengers after him
struggling with the waters with an utter
Contempt for danger. Nix hundred yards
from where he plungcil in he can e on
the river, and fell exhausted, but unhur
upon the ground, and was made m e:,-\
euptixe. About a hundred shots had been
lired at him. Had he <cl himsell with but
halt th.e energy about being a good -oldie'
that he did about escaping punisl men! I
being a bad one. Ids happiness and the ..I
of the service would have been promoted.

|

you will allow me afterward to ask you one.”
There is not hit
Smyth"—“What was the tax on slaves in
K'.'onoMi in \ F VM1I ;
18(111 iJ”
which goes further tow; rds placing .young
The .Judge—‘'There was not a slave in the
housekeepers beyond the reach ol poverty,
-onoui\ in
United States in ISM.”
than a well d -signed system of
! ini'-stw atlairs
the management of thei:
Smy the “I mean in 1805.”
The Judge—“There were none then.”
ll does nol matter wlietln the inan I'uruishe
little or mueii tor his family: it there is
Smy the— “Well, 1 mean in 1801.”
run
The Judge—"I don’t know; at that time
leakage in his kitchen or the parlor, it
how, and that demon
1 was not here: 1 was on the other side,
awayrite knows not urn:like the h •r-e
lighting in the Union army. And now for! Tiikki-: Mi:n Kii.i.i:i> i;v a fimzzi.v ISkak. j waste cries ‘-more,
that pr->vi.h h iTtiro.) mi'ii. whose names are unknown, lmt j leech’s daughter, until !i
my iinootion.”
"Are you the man who had the wife and! who hail been
keeping a U.vir*. on tie* Stall ;I IU» lIl<HU 1<» 'jlYU.
the
si\ children in Clarendon, and went to Co- lienito ranch, came to their death in a most !|
It is the husband's duty to tiring int
lumbia, joined the Scott King, got rich by horrible manner. On Thursday one of their house, and it is the duty of the wife that
|
bribery, and married another woman there ?” cows strayed away and was lost. On the j nothing goes wrongfully out of il—not tie
in it-eh
The crowd—“Ves, that’s so; lies the! next
morning, before breakfast, two of them j least article, however unimportant
man.”
started out to take a look for the missing to establish a precedent : nor under any piv
Symfho (sheepishly) —“1 wasn’t married, animal. After travelling tip the ravine some tenco, for it opens a door for ruin to walk m
to the first one!”
distance, they discovered the cow lying that seldom leave- an opportunity uuinipi"\
The Judge—“The children were your
ed. A man gel- a wife, to look alter ids at
among the bush. Thinking she was asleep
-i iiim in his journey tlii-mi ;h
own ?”
start
her
to
but
it
went
home;
up
ap- fairs, and to a<si
they
Symtlic—“Ves! tint, she was not my wife; pears the cow had been killed by a grizzly, life and not to dissipate ids property. I’lte
1 only lived with her.”
who was at the time lying at her side. As husband’s interest should ho the wife’s care.
amhitiou should carry hei
The Judge—“You were in the Legislature the men
approached the bear leaped upon And her greatest welfare
uni happiness, to
two years? Now I’ll tell you a law that you the foremost one,
him to the ground, further than his
throwing
children.
don’t seem to know anything about. That; tore out his entrails, and then
the grillin' with that «d her
seizing
law makes a man and woman, who have second
This should be her whole aim and tin
caught his head in his month and bit
ill the bosom of bin
live 1 together as you have in this case, man it
oil', mangling it fearfully. The theater of her exploits do a- much toward
entirely
where she may
and wife; and if you don't mind you will go bear then resumed his
by the body family
position
ran do in the workto the Penitentiary as a bigamist, instead of of the dead cow.
The man who was first making a fortune as lie
the eounting room.
going to the State Senate.”
attached did not die immediately, but had shop-, on the farm or in
It is not the money earned that makes a. man
This was loo much; the crowd, white and
a short
himself
to
left
drug
strength enough
wealthy, il is what lie actually save- from his
black, who knew ofSmythe’s villainy, yell- distance from the spot.
\ good and prudent husband
ed. and the poor devil slunk away in the
In the meantime the man left at the camp ear nine's.
of the fruit of his labor with
makes”i
crowd, lie never asked another question, having
deposit
to
went
out
call
prepared breakfast,
his best friend : and if that friend be not true
and L don’t think ever will again.
up the companions. Finding their trail, he
If he dare
lias he to hope for
followed it until he saw the cow lying in the to him what
confidence in the companion of hiand thinking he would drive her not place
bushes,
where is he to-place it.
The Providence Press says that one of the
home, he approached the spot, when the bosom
census enumerators in that city put down on bear
him
killing
upon
instantly
springing
his list, twins, opposite the names ot the chil- him, mangling him in the most horrible
A (junker maiden of Indiana, who had
The surviving victim, who was
manner.
dren, and against the first he designated
Irom the reached flic ago ol sixty, accepted a niaiii
distance
the
bush
at
a
short
in
to
Providence as the birthplace.
The thick- lying witnessed his
approach and death, but inonial oiler from a man who belonged
] scene,
headed men in Washington sent their list was so terribly wounded that he was unable the Presbyterian Church, and began to pre
As usual, a delegaback to have the deficiency accounted for. I to give any warning. The bodies were pare for the wedding.
remonst rat
a short time afterward, and conveyed tion of friends waited on her, and
found
j
What they wanted to know was—where that
out ol meeting.
to the camp, where the survivor died during cd with her for marrying
visitors patiently
other twin was born.
the ensuing night after relating the affair The bride eleet heard the
The bear is the and said: “Look here! I’ve been waiting
as we have stated above.
to many
Scene in the Dayton police court—Counsel same one which has been in that vicinity for just sixty years for the meeting
don’t want me to
known
from
its
it
me, and it’the meeting
“Which
last
ten
side
of
the
the
live
being
street
do
years,
says:
you
don’t the; meeting brim:;
on Mrs.
lvippel?” “On either side, sir. If peculiar track, having lost three of the toes marry out of it. why
The delegation departed
its
alone.rose
Inboys?"
feet.
his
one
from
one
of
fSan
(Cal.)
ye go
way it’s on the left; if ye go the
in silence.
other way it’s on the
dependent
_—

right.”
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WOODFORD IN A

TIGHT PLACE.

guilty
great many other radical
officials, but he is unfortunate enough to have
Oolitic
the proof of his guilt in the hands of his op- take you
ponents. Woodford was silly enough to anatom
i make, in a maudlin speech, a venomous at- me so at
; tack
again to
upon some prominent Democrats, and
than

more

a

---—

■

■

■

■

■

1

■

<

ommmiwtiiiiUi.

inm

ollicial knowledge of
< iinstitnti.m of the 1 'nited
i-ii violated : for he knows that
ntioii of the Federal troops was
i..- 11 ij i i at ion or that of the legis.d on.- i>r the other is required by
mti in (Article V', Section 3).
an
more bald, evasive and un! irm tin- pretence of Marshal Gregory
n el.
pro..Fugs were warranted by an
ovs«
Nil act of Congress would
at on.d that violated the express
i.
1 deral Constitution ; hut, in
no act of
Congress that affords
has

llnin

]>• im'OA,.

:r II..VO ,.l..,ain Dl'linmr.

I

Huy

shall be present at every registration of citizens entitled to vote for members of Congress,

to find it necessary to take any notice of irresponsible
STiuiuci
icrfpi.vv^i.1 -i»n hitn Hplf rtisnon^ible lor such charges, und he is
ato.H.r
.u*
prove them. For the present lie is under no more obligation to notice tlie inventions of Mr. Oakley llall than
the President is to notice those of Colonel Fisk, Jr.
1,11

prepared

P,,

and at every election where such members
Now I prefer an oiler upon the whole subject. I
have made several charges against General Woodare chosen, and at every counting of the vote.
ford, who on a recent occasion relieved me from
They are to attach their names to the register any personal forbearance towards him, even had
of voters and to all certificates of the number political expediency demanded my silence as a
partisan, and they were correctly reported in the
of votes cast, and they may add to such cer- Sun of Sept. 28, and in tlie World of Get. 1. I am
tificates any statement of their own in regard willing to submit these charges precisely as they
are made (and under tlie same technical rules used
to the truth and fairness of the count.
Any in pleading), with either a general or specific
answer to them from General Woodford,
one who hinders them in the discharge of written
for arbitraiton, thus: he to select an arbitrator,! to
their duties is punished by imprisonment not select another, and they to select a third; ! to pay
the expenses in any event; allidavits to lie used
ightest justification or excuse. less than a year. The United States Marshal all
if oral testimony cannot he procured; they toreh. quotes from the act of 1870 has
also
as
as
he
may
appoint
many deputies
port before tlie first day of November in time to
iteve to do with the matter; and
the result through the State. If they
man see fit, to perserve order at any such telegraph
does, in its subsequent clauses,
report any of the charges sustained, then the Gensaid deputies having authority to eral to give tlie Foundling Hospital < hie Thousand
\. iudi*
any such usurpation of election,
all the charges unsustainla lias tieen gniltv of.
It carefully arrest, on view, any person committing a Dollars. If they report
ed, then ! to pay the same sum to any Charity
aoi military force under this act
General Woodford may name, and l to furthermore
breach of the peace or other offence.
iio
irdinary case of the execuaccept tlie inveracious position of the Tribune’s
This law is characterized by that impudent editorial.
But General Woodford also to agree,
If any person
proees-.
the local elections which that if any of tlie charges are sustained, lie will not
:
proper civil magistrate of intermeddling in
the canvass, but take tlie odium of
withdraw
from
aa
issues his warrant should has marked the guardianship of the Southern
the persona! controversy he provoked by his exthe civil officer charged states.
Applied to the north, it will be sure traordinary tirade at Brooklyn after a serenade
V'-ition ot such “warrant or
and a champagne supper.
to create heart burnings, disturbances and
i\
call "ti all persons, civil or
Very truly, your obedient servant,
A. < lAKl.EV II ALL.
In Philadelphia it resulted in the
_ri•• him the necessary assistance riots.
It won't ilo for it candidate so to say of a
Here are death of one man at the polls. The act of
!" lormanee of ltis duty.
•:i. .ti- t this act.
the United States Marshal in Philadelphia charge so terrible as this that lie won’t
"•
it further enacted. That * * *
A
shows
the manner in which that class of offi- notice it. lie must notice and refute it, or
mappointed TO EXECUTE ANY WARaforesaid,shall have authority cials
propose to construe the act. If further he is politically dead. The proposition of
■

■

--

if to their aid the
or
t tin- proper county, or
pori no I
lei naval forces of the United
a*
in It ii. as may lie
necessary to the
I ut y with which
are

bystanders
such

proof were needed,

it is found in the fact that

FROM BOSTON.

Woodford,

Demoi-atic conservative voters
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
great States of Pennsylvania,
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
1 Ohio for their recent successes
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration ot the year,
■rruptions of radicalism, aided as $3.00.
J
Advertising Terms. For one square, (.one inch ot
li:i\e been bv a profligate and
among them Hon. A. Oakley Hall, the prein column.) $1.25 for three weeks, and 25 cents
\ 1 : ii-tration at Washington. In length
for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of a square sent Mayor ot New York, and former U. S.
a g iin of live members of Con- charged as a lull one.
District Attorney. Mr. Hall is not the man
-retired, the radical majority
Administrators, Executors and Guardians de- to be attacked with impunity by such a weak i
l en largely reduced in each
siring their advertisements published in the Journal, vessel of wrath as
l.i'gi-latiire. and there is a de- will please so state to the Court.
Woodford, so he replies
■.
in the State on the popular
in a scathing article, in which he says—
Ailministration. In Indiana
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of papers j
l charge that in November, 1X01, when the
n redeemed from further changed, must state the Post Office to which the paper
( Marshal of the New York District was making his
sent as well as to which it is to go.
been
has
of
Demoelection
the
the
by
earnest raid upon slavers, Mr. Woodford, then in
vative State ticket, carrying
office of the District Attorney, used his power
the government, and in favor of a slaver.
•■I two members of Congress
JtSf'is. M. Pettengill & Co., G State St., Boston, against
1 charge that the correspondence between the
!\ iii each branch of the Legis- aud 37 Park Row, New Y ork.are our authorized Agents
for procuring subscriptions and forwarding advertise- Marshal and the Secretary of the Interior—a corresni\ and reform are thus made
ments.
pondence invited by Greeley, in a celebrated ediof
ill
the
imthat
State
t&S. R. Niles, No. 1 Scollay's Building, Court St., torial of November" 20.1X61—shows this to be the
pie
for
this
advertisements
is
authorized
to
receive
In Ohio the Radical majority Boston,
fact; and that when Greeley charged in that edipaper.
torial an official with defeating justice, he meant
ago ha- been reduced more than
4®-T. C. Evans, 10G Washington Street, is an authorWoodford just so much as Nathan meant King
I the leader of the Radical cor- ized agent ot this paper.
Thou art the
New
40
Park
York,
David, when he said unto him,
P. Rowell & Co.,
Row,
*^-Gko,
the present Congress been de- will receive adverlisements for this paper, at the lowest man.’’ The records of the Interior Department,
attenft
ov
and of the United States Court show that after the
appeal to the Democratic rates. Their orders will always receive promt
Marshal had procured a condemnation of a certain
ative voters of the States in tion.
*J“HokA( K Dodd, 121, Washington Street, Boston, is slaver, an order for a new trial was obtained by the
i- are about to be held to make
an authorized Agent for the Journal.
connivance of Assistant District Attorney Wood,mv ii termined efforts in behalf
ford; that then the condemned vessel was bonded;
u "i an honest Administration,
Subscribers are requested to take notice oi the date on that it became necessary to tix the amount of the
it lli• v disregard threats from any the colored slips attached to the
It is the only bond; that Assistant District Attorney Woodford's
|»aper.
and pay no attention, in any form of receipt now used. For instance, 15 May GS, father-in-law became the appraiser; and, as the
When said Tribune editorial shortly afterward charged,
means that the subscription is paid to that date.
ID.- pr. po-ed use of the military a new
payment is made, the date will be immediately he appraised it at an outrageously small figure.
(.iumment in the local man- changed to correspond, and thus a receipt in full is sent
Whereupon the vessel tiled its bond, andl fled away
paper, Subscribers in arrears are requested to
Let the with every the
ele.-tions in the States.
engage in a new slave trade, until again checked
sums due.
to forward
by the Marshal. I charge that this occurence made
organization be thrown wide
0“ln sending money, state T1IE POST OFFICE to it
necessary for him, in a few months afterward, to
nlmi-sion of all who desire which the paper is sent.-»
resign his ofliec to prevent exposure, and that those
!; nies y in the management of
charge were not published until, after the war was
i-nry -n that the present burden
over, he was nominated for Lieutenant-Governor,
AT
THE
POLLS.
RAYONETS
because of the mercy of the Marshal on that occathereby mitigated, regardnay
sion,
: i-su -s or
past political associa1 charge that the hooks of the French Cable Tele11!■
and bring about entire eo-operThe article which we copy to-day from the
graph Company will show a sum of about §30,00)
all who seek a restoration of the
the
attenarouse
to
to
have been paid to lobby agents to procure a
Philadelphia Age, ought
•id'd upon peace and goodwill
and that §5,000 or $0,000 of this sum were
tion and excite the fears of every man in this charter,
said by the agent to have been paid to a gentleman
ilowmen and a return to strict
who is free and who desires to re- connected with the then Lieutenant-Governor.
g the public ollieers of the country
1 charge that while President of the Senate, and
main free. The ballot is the very corner as such
a member of the Canal Board, he voted for
Sim. .1 Rankau., Chairman.
stone upon which the edifice of this govern- numberless iniquitous claims, the motive for and
mi
inSecretary.
The man or the party that assails the nature of which canal contractors, when
ment rests.
terrogated will tell.
the
utmost
freedom
to
it
in
SOLDIERS
prevent
any way
Ot course this made a Buttering among the
A7_THE POLLS.
in the exercise thereof, is an enemy to the friends of the radical candidate. It was reI. i:' •: tin' late election, over which
n-joieing, ought to arrest the country and its people. The right was pur- iterated from one end of the state to the other.
it
all wiio respect the law and chased with sufferings, blood and death ol
Even radical papers, seeing the terrible
principles and traditions of free our ancestors, it is hallowed by the memories
humiliated position of their candidate, deat
The part}' that lias, in various
of blessings innumerable, and should lie de- manded his withdrawal. The
ui. it<
proclivity towards military
only champion
i:ul is to-day in open sympathy fended to the last resort. The act of march- that was found, one General
Pleasanton, is
il :■ spotie government, whose arm I ing armed
soldiery to the polls in Philadel- thus dealth with by Mayor Hall
i :
it'li a republic, on the day be
phia was an outrage and a shame—it was
Tim Maxh vtt.vn Cu n.
,•
ill}, in this city, made a demons
stO Fifth Avenue,
tlii' w:i' not the less important in more, it was revolutionary, and its author
New York, «ictohcr 1,1X70.
S
iti'i* it was upon a scale neither should be punished with the utmost rigor of
Major-General Pleasanton:
t. aMy I)i:ar Sir—In your recent speech, which
imposing: the entering wedge the law.
(■'it not
the less an entering
It will be seen by the article we reproduce has been variously reported in different newspapers,
I
found an allusion to (Jen. Woodford and me as
1
vi.-daiion of the laws of Pennsylelsewhere, that the act was done under follows (I select the Times report as the likely to
no warrant front the laws of the
be accepted by you and your party as veracious:)
"i it
a
company of Marines, with color or pretense of authority from the late
The charge which they now tiring against Gen, Wood’\i | mil guns
invaded
an act of
ford they intended to bring against him when when lie
beating,
Congress for regulating the election ol waa
lor Lieutenant-Governor, and a certain
net
in
and
took
!
Philadelphia,
members of that body. There is no show paperrunning
was about to publish it; but n certain man said
th. polls ! Wo say this was in
was published he would have to come out and
that
if
tin- laws of Pennsylvania
This of authority in the Constitution for the exer- contradict it. That paper was the New York World,
and that innn was Mayor Halt.
-i-.iwu !.y quoting the
express lan- cise of this power; and there is no more call
I have generally proved as fortunate in < Timinal
gi- if tin- statute :
for a sweeping and stringent act of the kind
Courts in sustaining my charges as you were iu
iii tin- Army of the United now than there has been at
tr."'p'
time
since
any
maintaining yours (cavalrywise) in the great Court
••
"1 'Ininiiiiioiiwealtli slmll lie present,
of Battle; mid I expect to remain as successful in
■a
unarmed. at any place ot election the formation of the government
tlie instance referred to by you. But tlie only
tliiminonwcalth during tlie time of
The statute in question provides that in charge I have made upon which any friend of Gen.
I t. it ii'ithing herein contained shall lie every city of over twenty thousand inhabi- Woodford has taken issue (by implication) was one
affecting his conduct while lie was Lieut-Governor:
itn prevent any officer or soldier
tants the judge of the Circuit Court shall ap- therefore it is diilieult to perceive the relevancy of
us the right of suffrage in an election
tlie allegation you made (as extracted above) reli In may hi'long, if otherwise quali- point two
inspectors of registration and specting a charge preferred before lie was elected!
"idnig to law.
In tlie Tribune of Oct. 1st, I find this editorial:
election, one of each political party—which
-his! v-sterday the prompt and
General Woodford has taken precisely tlie right course
assumes that there will never be but two
"I Mayor Fox against the viowith tlie preposterous charges brought against him by
Mr. Oakley Hull. He stands too high before the country
;\v. and his
report of it to the parties, and renders some queer complica■
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the radical candidate for
Governor in New York, will probably be The
Daily Papers of Boston--Where and by
withdrawn, and some man with a less damag- Whom Published—Specialities and Leading record substituted. lie is probably no ing Features of Each.
Gen.

Mayor Ilall manifests so much confidence in
his ability to prove what is alleged, and is pervaded by so much fairness, that to ignore

Boston, October 22, 1*70.
reader, the journey upon which I am to

to-day,

possibly

possess for you not
of interest. But. if you will frankly tell
the end of our trip, 1 will promise never
may

impose upon you a like infliction. It is
into the newspaper offices of this great,
rushing,

roaring, rattling, always .sounding,
metropolis of New England, that I

never

resting

wish to take
you—to look at the newspapers made in them, and
at the men who make the papers.
“Birds of a feather flock together,” and newspaper men form no exception to the old adage. They
are to be found in close
proximity, one to another,
'i ou will not lose much time in
traversing the ter-

ritory that separates the

various

establishments.

Up

among the early numbers of Washington
Street is published the Boston Herald, in one of
the smallest, darkest, gloomiest, least
inviting offices in the city, which even the presence of the

kindly beaming face of Mr. Pulsifer, the business
Where the editorial
manager, fails to lighten.
rooms are

situated, the uninitiated would

never

suspect. But if you will thread your way through
a long, narrow and dismal
passage, over brickbats
and bits of broken glass, you will find it, somewhere in the rear, filled to

and

idiosyncrasies

of the

city.

with able

Its news items and

reports are witty, pointed, original, numerous and
comprehensive. Its dispatches and correspondences come from all parts of the world, and are
never behind time.
In politics it is neutral, giving
its adhesion to no party. It randy
expresses a
political opinion, but when it does the trenchant

large

and

of

proportions.

Instinctively

a

newspaper man, a

of perhaps sixty years of age, hut appears
much younger. His abilities were never more distinct than to-day. The Post shows his hand in
ous man

■.

timianee and
When is, thi ; >ph uf the l nited Stat< ■. lui
tin- year now about to m l have special eause ?•.
thankful '-»r general pro«*peritv, abuu'l nit harv.
i'.ua i m war and
exemption from p. -tilm.
strife.
Now, therefore, Is- it known that I, l'ly>s.
tirant, rresident of the 1’nited States.
meurn
in many similar reeommemlarions from the
of
the
I'nited
!-\
State-, do lie
rMiigi-trate
mend to all eitj/ous to met I in their r p
places of worship on Thursday, the :*t,!i -I r.
•N'en ember next, there to give 1 hanks fo»* the b<> ie
oftiou .luring the ytar about to ehtM*. and to
plicate for its continuance hereafter.
Iii witn—s whereof. I have Itensiiit
auseil the seal of th
: I..
: set my hand am!
1'niti‘il States In he affixed.
1 *<Hi’ at Ih
of
city
Washington, this the to ell! 1
lir-t day m
»■ 11>'>• i. in the
:>
ear uf nur I. usi
In HI-am I eight hundred and -evenly, and nl tie
inde|ien.|enee of the 1'lilted States the ninetv-lifth
(. It A N f
I
Signed
V>\ the President—
-.
II VMll.TnN Kl-ll,
lei a 1'V 111 -la e.
1

■

may be called in every sense of ttie word, and owes
its success almost wholly to the untiring perseverance

or

Mr. Sto,.kw..||.

Modest and

retiring, Imt

indefatigable ; ,,.0.1. to pev-eivc what news ;
good organizer and competent manager, fully posted in the wants of a live paper, decisive and
ready
—he controls his vast force with

a

sagacity

and

comprehension unexcelled bv any of the managing
men on the great city press.
1 aider Maj. Rogers
his name was scarcely ever heard outside of the
olliee, but in the olliee it lias always been a power.
Maj. Rogers himself, who was one of the most exacting and arbitrary of men, deferred invariably
to Mr. Stoekweils

judgement, lit a long series of
years he lias acquired an experience which is of
the utmost value pecuniarily to the Journal, as its
large circulation and prodigious advertising patronage attest.
Side by side with the Journal

springs up the
genial, intructive, in its ne.vs; independent, courageous,
high-toned iu its editorials. It is owned by Messrs.
I tut ton, and edited ay 11. N. Haskell, Ksq., a gentleTranscript,

an

evening

paper, breczv,

man with hosts of personal friends.
Kindly-hearted. generous, sympathetic, courteous, allahli—how
could it lie otherwise? The Transcript, like its

EARTHQUAKE.

THE

Tlio oartliiinaku of Thursday morning la .t
of v\ hii'h -o much ha- been -aid in the paper
and which extended from Xew York to tie
Canada-, was per cplildy fell in this vuinil
hut did no -peeial harm,
it was a very n

it left his hands, town orders not calling for stumps.
plaintitf, into whose hands the order lV’.l,
sold it to A J. Ilarriman, hardware dealer of If 1The

sped aide

-ort of

easi.nied

some

a

quake, however, and
aiiimig timid people
i>

fast, for about *St).0(), but lie took it l.a -k *i.ib>el.lundin
qiiently. Tin* town otlieers mad.*
drawing the or»ler. reversing the pi -. o! Me : *1
lars and cents, and tie* stamp concealing lie
-m
ligures made it a pretty plausible looking d"< uuicnl
tor the larger sum. Tlie otlice of the jury appeared
to be to determine, whether it was a ease of forgery

The dliralimi was nlmut half a minute, and
seemed to e.nsi-t ot two distiuet shakes.
In
some h'ea'iUies plastering was cracked. do
liell- rims;, hrieks thrown from chimney
clocks stopped. iV'e
None of those thill:

complicated

.>t

were

altered town order mitigated by an exchange ol
••animiles.” One fact was evident.—that ii w e a

were

->

with

a

cheat in

swapping horse.,

oi-

an

“boss ease” of the lirst magnitude.
Not only
were the town ollieials ail pr« >ent to testily, but
every body in all the region round about who knew
anything about the “old gray mare” and could
“talk boss,” were there to talk it from tin* witness
stand.
the

The defendant, who is

a

tin-pedler, showed

proverbial

shrewdness of his class by engaging
the services of McLellun, who h intimately ac-

■

the inhabitants of Boston and vicinity, and its
patronage is correspondingly large. Successful it

THANKSGIVING.

>

always a
dory; the latest foreign and home news; sparkquainted with that noble animal the horse, while
ling editorials; theatrical criticisms; art notes, and
every part of its reading columns. He is constant- F.sq Abbott, who appeared for plaintitf. usually
a column of “facts and fancies.”
ly devising new features, retaining nevertheless all goes a foot. The way Mae put those witnesses
.Just across the street is to he found the olliee of
the old ones that have made the paper famous. through the whole catalogue of distempers.—
the Boston Journal, in a tall and stately edifice. V
The system of condensing news into paragraphs heaves,ringbones, spa\ ins,glanders, blind staggers,
large, well-lighted and commodious counting-room as "All Sorts" iiega with the Boston Post. Us etc.—was wonderful to behold.
The plaintiff
occupies the first floor. And up three flights of convenience and
acceptability are shown by the could only look on in a silent dismay.
stairs are the editorial rooms, which afford
perhaps universal adoption of that style in almost every
“And -*liIi tin* Wond-T grew,
not the best of accommodations. The proprietors
I low his one head could contain d! In knew ."
newspaper in the eou itry. Col. Greene, as 1 have
of this establishment are represented
by Messrs. said, is the solo manager of his paper; hut his staff
The point sought to be established by tin- i< i« n
Clapp and Stockwcll. The prominent characteris- is very large and aide, and fully equal to the bur- was that the mare exchanged for tin- order .aid
tics of the paper are its politics and news. In the
dens imposed upon a daily newspaper.
The another animal was not worth, and emild not have
former it is republican, but of the conservative
specialities of the Post—its national reputation in been worth, ail $s*) order—in short that sin- was
sort that never ventures out into deep water,
politics; its witty sayings and sparkling reports— nine dollar mare and nothing else. She could not
chosing rather to keep well into the laud, with a are too well known to the majority of your readers be put on the stand, but Mae took frequent occasion
sharp lookout for breakers ahead. In its news de- to need enumeration here.
in his interrogatories to allude to her us “the old
partment it takes precedence of any other paper in
Then there are the Times. The Daily News, mare now fastened in front of the Court House."
the city, sparing no expense, and hesitating at no
The Nation, Commonwealth. Bulletin, and a host
'onsequently, on adjournment she was surrounded
honorable means by which all that is wortli knowof other papers, great and small, which 1 have not by a curious and critical crowd. The amount and
ing may be instantly presented to the public, when- now time or space to describe.
Peiicie.
quality of the swearing about that piece ot lior-e
ever or wherever happening.
It has an editorial
llesli was something fearful. < >neenthusiastic witand reportorial staff not excelled, by any in
ness testified that since the trade she had shrunk two
ability
LETTER FROIM ROCKLAND,
and expertness. Its correspondents, stationed in
thirds! Another who was extolling her value waCorrespondence o( the Journal.
every quarter of the globe, are among the best and
asked by Mae “Will you give sg;. for her'.'" "Yc-,"
most reliable; whilst in nearly every city and town
She is yours"
promptly replied the witness.
Oct. 2ii, 1870.
11oCKI.ani>,
of importance in our own country are persons in
said the counsel. Keing under oath tin* witnc-Autumn succeeds, :i sober, torpid age.
constant communication with the
will of course have to take her, under the pain- and
managing editor:
Xor froze with fear, nor boiling into rage;
sending him word how, when, and where the most
Last, winter creeps along with tardy pare.
penalties of perjury.
Sour is his front, and furrow'd is his face."
The jury found as many knots and intrie.n i<*> in the
important news can be obtained. This combination
Our long iliy summer ami autumn seem case a- the witnesses and counsel had. Tin y passed
of energy, industry and ability is readily recognized

by

NATIONAL

Whereas, it behooves a people sensible of
dependence on tie* Almighty, publicly :m«l
iveiy to aeknowh dge their gratitude I »r Hi" l .v.
and niereie>. and humbly to hc-.-eceli tor their

>

alarm

observed in lielfast.

although tile sli

I.

■

very distiuet. The following are th
incident of the earthquake in dill'erent loe il

ities
l.l'WI-|| IN. II. t. J I. At 11. in \. VI.. tn-d.e.
ere >1 lin k uf earlliquake vs as l.-li in this v i. mi;
'file rocking of the hull-lings rails..I
insiders1,
alarm in the mills and schools, via: v
n
the streets, thinking tile liuildings vvoul.l fall ti|. ,.
them. Urii ks were thrown from several elumir
Its duration was alw)lit hall a niiiuue
se\

Poin t.AM>, Oet. 2<>. A strong earthquake sin*
Was felt here it 11 ,:;u oYloek. la-tlnp half a liliiiir
The Banpor operator reported the shock about tw
-eeonds before it Was felt here.
rile Portian I
liollini? Mill shook from foundation to root'.
many pane- of pdas- were broken throughout
eitv. 'l'he -luvk was verv perecptibly felt at t
Printers’ Kxehunpe, on K\'.hanui street. wh>
the olliee of the 1 >aily Press j> situated. Tlie
bri* k building shook for a seeoiid, and in tlie tin
-Pn y, in tin* binder)
-t iblishment of \V
\. (Jilin
I he in /lion of the buildinp friphtened the oeeup up
-o that one of the lads
binders fainted iWaV
P.
less.u
p.raekeit and t "*.»,!ale report from Bow 1..
in
a
to
the
that
th*
Advcrti-er,
<'ollcpe,
Special
direction was north a-t P> southwest. it- duration
thirty to f uty seconds, and that it threw down on
feet i He
chimney of \dain- Hall. About
i '• >a I.
bed of til t Ipdetisl *u rp It ait road a io-> ( Hi.
in Standish. sixteen miles from Portland -• •!11•
ten tret t »-d »v. al the tiin of Hie earthquake
p.vrtt, Oet. 2d.

One of the severest shockknown m this repioti was fed
this iit\ at 11 1-2 o'clock. The vibration* >v.
east and we-t. and la-t* d about tilleeli s.•.on
-waving huildinps. rattliup eroekery, ete.
-tandard time-keeper of Me--r-. How land A 1»
nell, and th -dock a» i. d'pot, as also se\- :other-. Were stopped.
Ait easterly storm ha- :e
vailed all d t\
We hear that at liiehmondth'
bells were run in many eases durinp the dioi k

earthquake

ever

1

ai:
\ slipht shoek ot
liOCkt.WP. Oet. -J*»
Bui
was felt here a little pa-f
11 A. M
»
t
inps were sensibly shaken in dillereut part|
eitv. ineludinp the llipu School buil.line, wli
quite ill excitement w a- proihp -d ainoiip
1
sdjolai's.

quake

W iscassj:r, o.-t. 2 *.

\

lienvv

shoek ot

w a- fell here d> >ut half past (I this f. •.
Pacific tin* larger part of the night in vain endeavor to un- quake
II la-led siw ci al seeoiidand
“boss
in
the
and
talk,"
ravel
them,
reviewing
coast, would be called the rainy season; and
•'
< » !. 2 ».
« Mir
<
\ I: I * I v i: 1
;»•.»; d. w r<
dually agreed to disagree. We fear the ea-c may
two s|nv-l,s nf carlliqiiak** wliieh o- airrcd :
we Jure now subjected to many
drenching never again In* tried, w ith the old gray man sug- tby
lltd f fits'* \* minutes pa-t
We»* II twe|lfv-!i\
rains and chilly blasts of wind, which cause
gestively hit-died to tin* gate post of tie temple <>! ! o'clock f!ii forenoon. Win low's ri.lt- f and her
one sireets
brick
ind walks to In come uncomfort'»mfdo>ao',
t t- 11.. •« n -rn: pm P\ I, a
tl.
I.
an
!
other
pi
the
soon
shrink
;
justice. She must
• low'di'tc
m'o ti,
m i
id.* sell
-1-,
ably muddy—though we feci under uce[. i^ in her checks.
• hildreu Were frivliteued b et ollt of Idi-• ir wotTin* ease of Charles Klimt again-t e\-shcrill
obligation to our oily fathers, for the dibits
U «;i M v. t » |. -JO.
A sever,
shock I|
O'
and selling a stock of
pi.ikit orcnnv'l in llii' «• if> it 11.do A. M. i.. l >.
they have made, the past season, to improve Grant, for illegally attaching
to
have
which
claim
in
Knox,
I
i^tm_r
about t\veuty-ii\e second
plaintilf
Th d*».»r t.
goods
our streets by importing and
using coarse bought of
were
run:;,
K. Chatnller, is now on trial for tic
rockery thrown from shelves i.
sea shore gravel on our streets instead of
buildinys violently shaken.
The
snoek
was led
fourth time, and will occupy sc\eral day-.
all the towns on tii" K-nmhee river. In somlime, rock chips, which grind up into powder
The Grand dun has found thirteen indictments, ealities two di-1imf shocks were felt.
Ilcp.-n
under the heavy lime rock teams and become viz: For bad roads, •'»; homicide. 1: lanenv. t: from ndjoimny towm ivpr- lit t lie shock as heiu
V erv sev ere Old eatl illyiv d
>11 Ierii.lt ion am.'l
fraud. 1: liquor selling, ‘2: adultery, l : periun 1 :
a fruitful source of mud and dust.
the inhahitantand in many pl i.-es almost ,r-'.'
The past season lias been one of the dull- assault with intent to kill, 1. Fin* indictm-nt for illy a panic.
I
in
Hiram
L.
Kastman
and
inis
homicide
against
I. M
Omlc
Mw.iOli,
i e V V shock of, O'
est ever experienced by those who have been
da Kastman, his wile, of Freedom, for causing tin
d'take w as felt her it II.do \. MI adiny s,-v a
in
lime
and
little
or
no
engaged
burning,
death by starvation of one .Mary < lillm.l, an in vale I seeoinls. f’himm-v tops were shaken oil on Mam
money lias been made in manufacturing it. lady under their charge, by depriving ln r-»l n»od street.
v'vio. o -l. 20.—- Tile III 1st s, sere
pi ik
During tl e entire season the price of lime in at various times, ami thereby *,<> reducing her t" sllO' k ev e| evp' fiell -e.l ||• *l*e ocrt||Tcd earth
to-da\
Boston and New York, has not boon above produce death.
li.-’> \
M
Idle \ ihl atdoll Was \ci\ priceptl*
tell in all parts ot Hie dl v. e.uisiny tlie
iu?ri
what it cost here ready for market.
I am
hells and alarm am-um lie- school children ill
been
h
the
murderer,
Hallowed
lloswell,
‘I !'* >;n- of n
l.|| il.lili:
ample i! w >rk lo II
[informed that an ellbrt is being made to
lr<».u
A correspondent, writ in *•
<»
unite' the several linns and persons engaged indicted.
Ni:\\ r.i i.v i*oi:
M v'.
\ r t w nl v n v
\ 'ock a slight iir was fell iii tin
Augusta, gives tie* following ae.***mit -»i tie* ! minutes r >
in lime burning, together with all the
eitv
propwhich was 11 >n< t -mm di.ii Iv followed *»v
nf tin1 criminal
present
appearance
hr.av v nimbi.-, w ln< I: ia>!i I hall a minute, jarl in
erty owm d by tin* saint', into one corporation.

to have

to what on the

given place

■

«

>

neighbor the Journal, is republican in its political Whether -urh an arrangement would be
tendencies; though holder in its sentiments, and beneficial to the lime
burning interest and to
more unbiased in its judgments.
It seems somethe
is a matter of doubt

place,

limes to strike out upon the Tiltoniau principle of
“Follow who dare, falter who may." That these
hand gallops are not satisfactory to all radical minds

many.
Our

among

been

unusually ipiiet of late,
interest has taken place here

witness the Music Hall lecture of Tuesdav evenin''

and

last.

since the trial of the Bank Bobbers.

Hound on Court street is to lie found the Advertiser, with its counting-room arranged like all the
Olliers, ou the lirst floor, and its editorial rooms up
two (lights of stairs. These are
among the lies! in
Hie city, comprising several large, airy, eoinforlable

shall Carver

seems

to be satisfied

Mar-

with the

amount of

liipior he has on hand, and has
lately to obtain more. Hotels,
saloons and grog-shops are in full blast,
dealing out the direst tin id right in the face,
made

no

ellbrt

and eyes of the party that has control of the,
government, and is largely in the ascendency here, and has solemnly resolved that
prohibition is the fundamental plank in its

city

platform.
“Kor often vice, provoked to shame.
Borrows tIn* color of a \ irtuoiis ilcod
'finis lihortincs arc chaste, amt misers good,
A coward valiant, attn a priest sincere,”

■

where is your ‘‘flood 1'i iuand
your “Youth’s Temperance
plar’s lodge”
Visitor”?
l’arwcll, when1 is the earn; you
once shook so valiantly over me neau.i of
ruinsellors ? Is twenty years of experience
Oil! '/.

not

I’ope!

enough

efforts

are

to

satisfy

those zealots that their

all in vain ?

with the other towns
the route of the Knox and Lincoln
Railroad, has been called upon again to
raise more money for the above named road,
and the amount required has been given with
Our

pity, together

along

few

■

the

dissenting

It is believed

now by
sullieient amount of

votes.

directors, that

a

road,
by early

money has been .subscribed to finish the

ami

they hope

summer

to have it finished

of next year.

The iron has all been

landed, and the track is

now

being

laid at

the other end of the route. I am informed
that active eiforts are being made by the

people
village

of Camden to build
to Rockland.

a

road from that

The route is

a

very
than the

easy one, and would cost no more
of Camden are well able to pay.

people

The Rockland Lyceum, which was so much
a success last winter, has been organized
again, and I am informed that an effort will

of

be made to have

a course

of lectures here

during the coming winter.
The Teacher’s Institute for Knox

County is
held
this
week
in
Thomaston.
These
being
institutes, and the active efforts of C. M.
Hicks, Esq., the County Supervisor, have infused new life into our schools throughout
tho county.

The schools of this city have
the week to enable
the teachers to attend.
Nomen.
been

Since lii> ineareerat ion on tin* I'M I- •! .ed m u! h in
the Imildum-. riuyiuy door I•>*!Is. and shukin.
*• n:- >••
'\ii
» bandoliers.
lias undergone a great chance. II
vdohes from yi
In many instant
<m\>i>es
i/.e lie is indeed a wretched nem. He
occupants ran to the streets from the dwellings |
but little. N'.-l seemed to pass in a soulhwesterlv directi<»n.
but little, cats but lit»!i- amt
unfroi|uently while n il« ••ting upon hi* situation be
Spi;i\;i>i!•;i i», ,\| v ^.. ». t. jo. -Tin* eartlnjUak
Ih-su\s it bis wif.
bursts into >t lloo«l <»! tear-.
will be free.'*
f!n> was tell inuv a', II.do this \ .M.. Ihma -hinny tin•
••will only tell the tiuth h
[distinct shoik s. o| which tin1 last w as the seven-s
appears to be bis only hope, and in alluding b> the
sc\( ii or eieh;
eol. ls
The upper p ir!
intimacy between liis wife :md his victim, l.ailiu. |eo\eriliy
/I the huildinys shook w ith a lateral nmlioii. mi
lie says, -That tiling had been going on for a long
* onsideraMe
walls
wen
a
tek,
d.
-lama:
time." His cell, formerly occupied by the Howdo- [brick
M i;lit"s l,|.,ek "ii Main n •< t.
Was done I
iuham Hank robbers, is furnished the same
those of ordinary prisoners, There is *ml> one «*d
N I \\ ^ « H.*K Oct. 20
.1
I'11
al t Inpi ike in t Indity about it. Tin* wails arc decorab-d with I
this mommy pa-s.-d harmlessly through.
lie’s newspaper illustrations. Thes*- In ga/. upon stdiool huildinys ami tenement houses, w in. h w- :
hour after hour, as if in study. Hi- trial will no!
suddenly vac a! i*. l. in d th hi'rh lowers ami
probably take place untii sometime in November, in th<- lower pat I "l tin* eif v w ere ma !>■ f" v iln a
a
s
in
itv
in
session
this
court
conn
in
the
although
ifill till *' -h
pi>reeptih|y. 'rile siiocf. w
lew days.
Judge Walton will preside, and tin ami e- ulr d V w 'i >rk and m nor'e i. !’• ;.n
cast* on the past of the State will be conduct* .1 bv
h
nh-i
v
inti
di
niaiiilestal
ions
in
nleiit
tin
nia,
Attorney (hmcral Heed of Portland ami < oiiufval.
i’rof. ({. \\ 11 nyh. «>1 tin I mdh v t »l >sci v r
I
Attornev Whitehousc of this cit\. Hon. i
Mi phemnn m m
finis ,|.
rv, at Albany
■- It
n ih'pet!.
w-»
Pillsbury will conduct tin* deienr.
A 'In* -k ot
leu at 11 do \
"I-1 iu-f- d llioilt "i!
M
mill I*.
i’ll'1 W all'. 0 |n
buildings ha-1 va iy marked vpm itiou.
I'le
dell. McMahon speak- vi v di-pai ogi o;lv | i
vere mmle lo
ihrat
Objivts lisin onol tlin condition of the l-hvm li army ami al i lie walls wa a, put in oscillation, and warn tahl>
U'ilmles its defeats in the presell1. war 1 > ! h-■ ami ’iiir- mi tic ground tloor had a «riidh|c trn
••r.
At th-' time of the shock a nimbi iny no is.- w
extensive prevalence of -o.-ialist idea
heard. TSie •■h»ek pendulums. swinyiny north an
which discipline lias been mate! ial!y r- hived.
south, were made to v iln at- a >t and west, slewv n
The officers lack control of the soldier-, who I ha! I lie e u l !i-1uake passed in an ead ward In. ! ion
o
I* ir-um t- r hatreat them with familiarity, contempt, and Sim
\
M. v rsteiday th
sev.i
On the other hand, the soldiers falliiux rapidly, ile- total tall auionntiny t
even insult.
tenths of.in imh. I Mmiiy Tie-diod. tic mcomplain of their olfteers and attribute their
t|„
i-.mUi. ii,,:.^ har-mi 't*
v\ is
in violent
ill success 10 ineir Having in on so limit, Id
lion.
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Getting J. Presiding.

little past
.Joseph II. Rich vs. John Lane. This was an
the prime of life, lie addresses you in a
decisive, action to recover the value of a small shop in
business-like manner, with just a perceptible air of
Brooks, which had been sold, on execution, aaaiust
Dombey and Son lurking beneath the suave smile. one Leathers, to Abram NT.
Noyes, of Belfast, ft
Mr. C. C. Ilazewell is one of its editors, famous for
was afterwards sold to Rich, who occupied it.
hi- historical learning. An able man, trenchant
Finding that the title was defective. Rich paid
writer and gifted scholar, his ready and polished
Noyes the amount of execution against Leathers,
pen is easily discernible in the columns of the and took a bill of sale and
assignment .if execution.
paper. The Traveller is most sought for its tele- This action is to recover
damage on account of a
and
dramatic
graphic dispatches
criticisms. The defective title. It wa* claimed
by defence that
latter are keen, searching, salient, sparkling, yet
Leathers had no title when the execution wajust and reliable. The former are thrown off with ter ied. The ease was
much mixed. The jury rethe rapidity of a French mitralleuse.
It never turned a verdict
of $2t5 for plaintitf.
in
an
puts
appearenec without a first, second, third.
'amuel s, Towle vs. Nathaniel Kvans, :M. of
fourth and fifth dispatch, up to the. very last
Brooks. The defendant in this ease, about a year
moment of going to press, hi the present Franco*
ago, gave to a son of plaintiff, as hoot in a liAr-c
Prussian war.it is the only paper in Boston,the Post
trade, a town order of the town of Brooks, intendexcepted that has taken the side of the ill-fated ed to be drawn for Ah.sp. The document its. it v,
French. And upon this question the historical a
queer affair, and read as follow—
lore id Mr. Ilazewell comes effectually into use.
NoBin >< *ks. Oct. 1"'. Im'.m.
tiie
with
lie
does
not To James < >. N« smith,Town Treasurer,or Sucos.ir.
Handling
subject
knowledge,
l’av to [Nathaniel Kvun< nine] tho sum <>f i*fail to make his articles persuasive and logical.
At the corner of Water and Devonshire streets eight-nine dollars]-eents.it being for i-up n t
of (’harks Kvan-.]
looms np the office of the Boston Post. A lolly
M. Chase,
t Select men of
and handsome granite building, lately erected, and
J. Km.is, Jn., S
$*>.*•*.
Brook'*.
The wouls in brackets were written; the re>t <*i
showing, in Its solid structure and magnificent
details, the hand of wealth and liberality. The the document is the usual printed form. In the
in
counting-room occupies the lower front corner, order, as it appeared in court, the ligures
and presents, with its polished marble counters, th* left corner were covered up with a revenue
an air of luxury as well as convenience.
Up three damp, which All*. Chase testified was not on wh- n

fluent, forcible and incisive writer upon political
topics, his versatility is wonderful. In leader or
paragraph he is equally original and happy. His
cheerful temper lias pervaded the Post from its
birth. His sound political judgement lias kept it in
the straight Democratic path, and if the party lias
blade cleaves homo to the iptick, wielded
by hands not al way sjieen successful,and is not now paramount
that know how to strike. The Sunday Herald is
in the government, it is not for lack of good counone ol the newsiest,
spiciest, best conducted papers sel from the Boston Pest. He is a hale and vigorof the kind in the country, and lias a
well merited circulation.
It contains

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.

well-proportioned, portly gentleman—a

overflowing
flights of steps, you open from a long and wide hall,
editors, and sharp reporters. The editors in chief into the various editorial rooms.
The printed signs
are the Messrs.
Andrews, assisted by a start' as upon the doors—“Night Editor," “City Editor."
brilliant as it is large, it is a daily paper, with a
•■Financial Editor," "Managing Editor," "Remorning and evening edition. \ weekly paper is
porters," Ac., telling you where to find the man
also issued, known as the
Sunday Herald. The you wish to si r. file Post i- under tile sol, manpeculiar features of the daily are its advertising
agement and control of Col. ( lias. <,. Greene, who
matter, news items, and spicy reports. It, many
originated it, and liu- kept it steadily progressing,
lists of “wants” embraces all the tastes,
lesircs, from a little !) I>v Id sheet to its present mammoth

the outrage goes unrebuked by the President
the United States, whose creature the
it will be to court defeat. And to abide the
Marshal is.
I"’ it filrther enacted. That it
I'vta
Pa
ill" President of the United
proposed tost will likewise be certain over- and convenient apartments—opening one from the
in:, v -ueh part of the laud and naval
It is a terrible dilemma.
other, and all from a large hall, or gallery in front.
“A Farmer’s Wife” writes to us giving a throw.
1 :iit' «i .-tale-, or of the militia, as
It is a daily morning paper and lias beside a week'•--ary ’"aid in the execution of jutu- severe lecture to the author of the
article
in
K- i-sui .| under this art.
ly and semi-weekly edition. It is edited bv MessrsAN IMPORTANT DECISION.
our
I)o
agricultural department entitled
Oodilard and staff, with Mr. Iloss, a Maine man,
every man of intelligence
th.t! 'his forms no shadow of an ex- Farmers’ Wives Pay?” He isn’t a “moan,
Tin' long pending suit of the stockholders for financial editor, and Mr. Waters as business
■1
a in at
upon the polls, without civ- miserly old bachelor, who would like a of the old Kennebec it Portland Railroad manager.
It lias gained tin: reputation of
being
<t warrant
against anybody, or wife for convenience sake,” ns our corresa very learned
paper, and is eagerly sought after hv
the
bondholders
who
foreCompany
against
i! magistrate.
It would he diffibut a married man of much closed and took possession of their road, lias all people ambitious to mind their P's and (,»'<.
-"ii' a e ise of more wanton
outrage, pondent surmises,
There is a stateliness in its columns unrivalled by
i’ id violation of the Constitution experience.
We thought he ought to know just boon decided
by the Supreme Court. any Magazine printed. A cold, starched
pedantry
This is, iu fact, its reeom- whereof he aflirms. When it is
necessary to Judge Dickerson delivered the decision at marches|witli “solemn tread and slow" through
ii til.
eyes of the true radical. treat a
that
we
don’t
we
! Ellsworth, which dismisses the bill, and every line of its immaculate conceptions. A word
subject
understand,
II
1"
ot say it was legal: on the contrami. ■•- in a fresh onslaught upon the get some one else to do it,—and that is one leaves the road in possession of its present misspelled or a punctuation mm-k misplaced would
TLo corip onclose<l IS lit
\
The radical party are of thorn
law.
£P
The Bangor Whig gives the upsei me* wiiuit* Diaciiiii'-, .uni throw its conihi-'-tors
managers.
into an apoplectic lit, from which they would probiml led with a dangerous, un-republi- the author’s
when sent for.]
disposal,
following history ot the case—
Iii h. ring after government by the bayii.
never recover.
The awfulness of such a
ably
The railroad from Portland to Augusta was built
1
ne\
have learned nothing by the
is carefully guarded against. This is the
calamity
of
towns
and
the
situated
people
The President of these United States pro- by subscriptions
.I their former idol. Louis
"v
.ovv
Napoalong its line, to whom the bonds of the company way it is done. A word of doubtful or unknown
e
tie-y have only transferred their adnti- poses to have a day of Thanksgiving, to re- were issued to the amount of their subscriptions, meaning is found by an attache at one o’clock in
and it was named the Kennebec it Portland (K. ,C
"ii to the Prussian Kaizer.
The military turn thanks for our national
prosperity “and P.) Railroad, in preference to its present title, to the morning. All work in the ollice stops. Commet is at the South were the fruits of
avoid confusing it with the Penobscot & Kennebec positors stand idly at their desks for waul of copy.
to
for
its
continuance
hereafter”—
supplicate
imitation of European despotism;
;.!i a
(P. it K.) Railroad running from Bangor to Waterand proof-readers assemble
a
sui t!
scale the radicals have at which isn’t a good grammatical example for ville. The Company was unsuccessful in its man- Editors, reporters
ii. :
around a pile of lexicons and encyclopedias and inof
the
:a<ii.
ceded in applying their principles in a ruler to set for his
and
road,
finally becoming bankloyal subjects. How- agement
through its inability to meet its bonds when stitute a search for the stranger. Two o’clock arPhiladelphia. We do but our public duty in ever, we’ll all take our turkey and plum rupt fell
the road passed into the hands of the rives and still the search goes bravely on. Three
due,
they
!. pouncing this outrage, which must not be
bondholders. Other parties, having subsequently o’clock, and there is no
the same.
change of base. As four
clouded over in the dust of a political success. pudding just
purchased the controlling interest in the bonds,
M iv or Fox has spoken out like a man on the
organized a new corporation, and the P. ,t K. road o’clock tolls solemnly upon the air the word is
let us now hear what the radical
In the seventh Indiana district (ien. M. I). from Bangor having changed its name to the Maine found and work resumed amidst general rejoicing.
sulj et
Central, the company adopted the title of the Port- It has acquired its reputation for all this carefulGovernor has to say on it.
It is his duty inManson has defeated Lew Wallace for con- land <fc Kennebec Railroad Company, and, after
-tant'v to vindicate the dignity and jurisdicness and precision under Hie fostering care of
securing the legislation necessary for assuming its
tion of the State.
Let him prompt his new gress. This is the first time a democrat has management, proceeded to run the road under its Harvard College. Should that institution blow
Aforpey General. Mr. Frederick C. Brewster, been elected from the district in nearly twenty new name, in which they have been very success- over on some unfortunate occasion, the Huston Adful.
l
taki proper action against the violators of
vertiser would probably go up in a whirlwind at
years. There is no stronger ease to illustrate
The old corporation, the Kennebec & Portland
laws of Pennsylvania. Let hint demand
the change which is taking place in the poli- Railroad Company, then tiled a bill in equity, in the same lime. Harvard College is its idol; its
in the Federal administration the removal
which they asserted their right to redeem the road dugernaiit, beneath the wheels of which it is
ready
M irsual
from the bondholders, and the case has been con- to
Gregory, the violator of the Con- tics of the country, than this.
lling itself, to he crushed out Hat. Therefore to
uution and the laws of the United States.
tested up to its final decision as announced above.
I
'v ei ’iiii'
This decision, in aflirming the title of the present do anything to offend the taste of Harvard, to forThere is nothing new concerning the Tilton
Geary fails in his duty now, it
o' " a significant
organization to the road and its franchises, removes get for one moment to work for the cause of
of
the
proof
complicity and Fulton fight. Tilton awaits the libel tlie only conditional issue between the Maine Cenot high
Harvard, to omit to mention Harvard frequently,
radical functionaries in the plot
tral and P. <fe K. Railroads in their contract of
suit, and Fulton has stopped a while to take lease or consolidation,
tree,
civil
against
those articles of agreement, would he unthoughtof presumption. The other
government.
breath and beer. It was a lively affair while as adopted at the meeting of the stockholders of the shadow that lengthens across the pathway of its
Maine Central in Waterville last summer, being existence is a
1 lie N<-w ^ ork Sun continues its
high protective tariff. Its patrons
it lasted. Who next?
exposiconditional upon the decision of tins ease in favor
•i'lii' of
are chiefly high protective tariff men, and it works
family secrets. It says Schenck was
of the defendants. The disposal of this case will,
Ohio
• •eaten in
because the President would
for their cause with a zeal surpassed only by the
There is nothing new in regard to the therefore, by removing an element of uncertainty,
give a .md cousin a lucrative office in his
have a tendency to hasten the operations which are interests of Harvard. Occasionally, as at
present,
I his relative “lives in the town of European war. The Prussians continue the now in progress for the establishment of a uniform
Itistriet.
some neophyte gets into the ofliec and writes learnLebanon. < >hio, once famous as the residence close investment of Paris. There are ru- gauge on both lines of road.
ed articles upon the distracting noises to lie heard
<it Tom Corwin, and his name is
George B. mors of peace anil of the intervention of
in the streets of the Ilnb, which are in striking conlohnson. He keeps a little wayside store in
Iii spite of tlic eautions of the press, persons all
trast to the stately preponderance and classic tone
that village.”
It also declares that Mayor England and other powers, but nothing au- over the country continue to get swindled, or
of its usual matter. Such however soon submit to
W G. Terrell, the able Postmaster at New- thentic.
rather to swindle themselves, by accepting oilers
the regime of the establishment, and show shirt
port. Ky., and an efficient worker for the
from New York to buy counterfeit money. Of
collars as stiff as that of Mr. Toots. E qually exact
Frank Proctor, of Appleton, while gunning last
party, was turned out to make room for “B.
course the article is never sent.
The Eastern
are the shipping lists of the Advertiser.
I.
For comWymans, an illiterate clown, working week, stumbled and fell, by which bis gun was dis- Express has directed its
agents to receive no money
out in < thin at
and reliability they are not to be matched
but
whose
wile
and
works,”
the
entered
bis
charged,
days’
pleteness
charge
leg. Last Sat- or orders for the New York
from
the
scamps
in the city—a fact of which all ship-masters and
ovn
ousin io the President himself.”
urday the leg was amputated.
ship-owners are fully apprised.
scamps in the country.

they

Near the head of State street the Traveller has itbirth. It is an evening paper under the
management of Mr, Rowland 'Worthington—a tine
looking,

suspended during

Only 250 citizens of Strasbourg
bombardment of the Hty.

were

killed at the
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changed in the present war. They now
ploy cavalry, especially cuirassiers, for

I \M I’m. Hi: vn lit vim
Aprupo
the Me.M alum's reply. Tile euiius-iei
,u.
awaits
the
while
ail
attack,
anecdote is related id Mar-lut
infantry generally
more,'
earthbehind
in
the attack
Wistrong positions
This is the cause of the
works and lillo-pits.
ll is well known tliat this ntlieer !'iMig|r
In the battle ot
enormous Prussian losses.
during tie red it from llussia. with lie; .,
Sedan the artillery did the most service. e. in rage, keeping always liy the side ol hi
.Mitrailleuses were not so largely employed soldiers
That he survived the lulls ..
their eifoet was tearful. and hun ger that lull In I incessant
as at Woertli; but
ly his e, u p
The ability ot the Prussian troops in march- was the result of a miracle.
< hie
ing has in many instances been astonishing.
day as (ieiiera! Humus occupied lie
One division, 2d,0OO strong, were frcipicntly
village ol Slohippeuen, lie u is informed tli
s
h
from
M
to
:i
on their legs
A.
or
p, M. a
If' \\
peasant wished to see him.
in approaching Sedan the army marched hrought in. He was covered from head t
from b A. M. till midnight, and during 2! foot in sheep-skill
clothing.
’’
hours were only able to make codec, ami not
■Where do von come from
Wlut do
to cook.
wish?”
lie
demanded
gem ral. frusipn
you
iy, in I’olish. Tlie iiidivi■ 111 il threw oil hi
:
lue o| Il
An Enoch Aui»i:n Cask. Sonic nineteen bonnet. The general ill id'
em-

■

or

prise.

twenty years ago, young couple
a neighboring town
They lived
a

were

"You. marshal
Il was Xei. He renin Ill'll a oidim* and
silent.
I hat you eommaud the iv
I heliev*
'California
husband was taken with the
-ad Ilii' general.
fever” and left for the land of gold, for guard
I
-aid Xey. "am the rear guard
letters were received from him. j
some time
but suddenly they ceased to come, and year- j
In lsiio Maine had almul .'I inhabitants t.,
passed by without a word Everybody gat e
him up lor dead and the lonely wife was at a
i U lie mile, New Hampshire.!,’,, Vermont
hist constrained to admit that it must be so
■I, Massachusetts lbs. I Mu x {< Island 11.7,
About ten years since, she married again t'onneelieul ’is, New York s|.
Ihe census
until list week, ol |s7i) will show very little
and lived with husband No.
in the
change
when unexpectedly to all, husband No. 1 first three States; and an increase to Is,
made his appearance, a la Enoch \rdcn. Massachusetts, and 'JOli in lthode Island. The
But he didn’t go and die much he just stood ratio of Rhode Island would give a popula
up for his rights, and the consequence was lion of six millions to Maine, and HIS mil
that the lady in question returned to her first lions to the I'nited States or one half of the
love and they havo started for < 'alitornia to- present population of the globe,
Yet Rhode
gether, leaving husband No. J with a child Island has not the density of population of
which was born in the second union. All many Kuropean districts, and its capable ol
this was accomplished, we hear, in an amica- supporting a much denser population. These
ble manner, and the matter remains a nine- facts give some idea of Ihe future of the I 'nil
day’s-wonder in the town. [Bangor Whig. ed States.
married in

happily together for three or four years during which time a child was born, when the

■

GENERAL ITSES.

The Teachers Institute held at Searsport last
week, is said to have been a very interesting and
profitable one. The teachers in attendance were
largely males, and mostly those of experience. A

that tin Prussians
.piarteivd in the miest villas and
•-'■•nii,1 In > sleep on luxurious
: " ir hm>•
in libraries, teed tin
w ith
:• h can ings from hous<
and
t•1 *•!i
M.-t
\:■!->ri• -. Fruit, veiretafruit are abundant.
it*

_r

s.jvk

very pleasant feature of the regular exercises, was
a practical illustration of skillful school work in the
recitation of a class in English grammar under the
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A government detective, one of those sly, gimleteyed ( hap-, willt velvet toes and insinuating manners. who go prying round after small
delinquenthru the lanes
-ad -tale ot tilth cies. was in our city last week, and created some
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indebted to David Pierce. Esq. lor a
splendid hunch of grapes from Hie grapery at bis
W.

are

resid

aiee.

He makes

a

speciality

of the cultivation

■I fruit under gia-s, and meets with great success.
His 'wounds an very attractive and well repay a
1 i-.it.

■

Sh-kbm lakes glba.noo of the stock of ilie new
National Tire an-l Marine Insurance < ompanv.
w iiieh 1»a■ just gone into operation at Bangor, or a
little more than one half of h- capital, (’apt.
II .rkiah Tfeniman C .Marine Went and Inspector.
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Our ...
were enlivened on Monday evening
by (In presence of a medieine eart, with titidling
p.dia
put into ami singing, ami machines to test the lifting and
an*! -pin
all- ill
-lriking power" of tin* muscular—all lighted up by
Haring torches.
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by sickness, and otn ofltis daughters bad died of
1 yplioid fever about a: 1 hour before the fatal aid

loM'ph K-tes, a young man of this city, was badly
injured oil Saturday night while shackling ears
e--m ikin
-nil o < divia P.
<
I
oil L".
rendered a \ el'diet together on the railroad, lie was jammed between
;•«.
'in,
•daimed Wa- tin hunters, breaking three ribs and seriously
It,
1*00.
brui-ing his idlest, lb will probably recover.
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William K nerd and. of Stockton, drowned himself m Stmdav evening, at Hie Loud Brook
wharf, in that town, lb bad been greatly alllieted
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opened towards the close of November by a lecture
from Hon. Win. Parsons, the celebrated Irish orator.
Among the oilier distinguished lecturers
Mrs. Livermore. John s. C. Abbot,
tig aged an
I!"' Mr. Murray. .John G. Saxe.1 >n(Tiaillu,:nui i
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The Lyceum Lectures in this city are now so far
arranged as to be a certainty. The course will be

eompula
nth am!
that1

mv
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excitement among retailers of various kinds. Unlicensed liquor dealers, sellers of unstamped goods,
Ac., were marched up to the assessor's office and
made to contribute to the support of Uncle Samuel,
on pain of being elected defendant in a suit at law.
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amined in any other institute in the State.

New \ ork,
brass band and
trombones and
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direction of Mr. Nichols of tho High School, and
one in arithmetic, under that of Miss Gilmore of the
intermediate. In the examination on Friday .fortyfour teachers participated—a larger number iu proportion to the whole attendance than has been ex-

vide 1 VllobsCol
.1
that and the
p» rhaps. of some
Mil
!.,n! :mux in W .>hin«rlie -hire-town.
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all
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in bed. when
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mi
mil. \e! ii in, -I
imetbmv
,11 hi- II-. < »shUosll.'*

I lob*!, ale i
A indy was promenading Church street a few
awakened
\
l!i i.iatlei days since when sin* was accosted by another with
tic remark “Ma'am, you've lost your bonnet!" The
fashionable and almost imperceptible head-gear had
M.
mo
’a!• •:\ a- niiill* d oi lie1 mm lei
b‘ Il II d-"ii w a- I’lie-d
nmnit ted ! alien oif without attract ing her attention !
\«'W ^ oi k. r<*r ten day-, i'or drunkenness.
1
The time for the evening enjoyment of the tire-'
t" I a i I \ U -oiled eoi'.diie
in
*\<
ie rid \\ a,1 with ill- and bruise-. place has come. With a good open wood-tire, a
'• »u
v\. i.■ ioi is and b.-iod stained.
.win
pair of easy slippers, a Inight light, ami a lab* copy
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54 Main Street,
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THE EYE, EAR, CATARRH AND THROAT
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Mrs. Manchester,

Simontoii Bros & Co,

CLAIRVOYANT,

Fiiiciulicr Hie Place ami (jin'!

Oaf

PHYSICIAN,

Sewing Machine,
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home.
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London. Oet.

Late

CAMBRIA.

OOKRIO’TKI) WKKKi.Y
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ii. to
20 to

Cheese,

even-

ing w>nl readied Londonderry. Ireland, that KgK*.
Card,
the steamship Cambria, l'apt. Carnaghan, of HeCf,
the Anchor line, whieh left New York < >i-t. Apple*,HaldWlll,
Veal,
Dry Cod

Nth for

from

Londonderry.

The voyage from New York

was

generally

fortunate not withstanding unpleasant weathprevailcd most ot the time until Wednesday,
the PJtli, between ID and 1 1 o’clock. The

then under sail and steaming

Cambria

was

rapidly.

Suddenly when all

was

JOURNAL.

j

Butter,

Wednesday

KOI; THK

Uklkast, Wednesday,Oct. 2«», ls?0.
£7.(>o to tl.oii Hound 11 or,
r»toi:t
: <Flour.
orn
!.(•:• to O.Oo! Clear .Salt Pork,
$ 5? to :il
1
live Meal,
to O.Oo Mutton per lb,
6 to 7
l.J.i to O.Oo; Lamb per lb,
s to lo
j Rve,
1.00
to
00!
t
J5
to 00
Corn,
urkeys,per lb,
70 to so, Chickens, pet lb,
11 to Is
Hatley,
to
2
0o
Beaus,
(o oo
f>n( Ducks, pel lb,
Marrowfat I'eas, 1.t«» l.;.o tJeese.
OO to 00
to
i.o, 11 ay per ton,
Oat’S,
to
«iol Lime,
Now Potatoes,
to
$!.-•'. to 000
l" to
Dried Apples
:>5 to 10
1‘J, Washed Wool,
:»<> to
7 Ciuvashed Wool,
L'5 to .50
Conkitu> d»
to
to
Sto
1" tO
0 to
sto

2<)

BOSTON
l

I
\

10 Pulled W ool,
on I Hides,
^ Call Skins,
22 Sheepskins,
1! Wood, hard,
fiO; Wood, soil,
Oni Dry Pollock,
10 | Straw,

PRODUCE

to Oo
to 00
lii
;t to oo
50 to $1
$0.00 to 0
$4.00 to0
4 to 5
$S to lo
40
<•»

Monday, CKt. 24, 1870.
Bl i’ l'l.K— Wo quote line New \ ork and Vermont at
hhulOc per It), good to fair do at k’a.’.fic; common dOa.'Uc;
inferior and bakers’ 18a2hc.
K(l(iS—lhe market is firm and with light receipts
prices tend upwards. We quote good lots to-day at :»5c
pur dozen.
BEANS—Then is a steady demand lor small lots ot
choice pea and medium beans, and prices remain without any perceptible change.
We quote choice handpicked pea beans 5?2 »V2a2 7;'» per bushel; choice handmediums
at
,V»:il
and
$1
picked
yellow eyes at $2 25a
*7,
2 50 per bushel.
MAY —The market is firm, and the receipts ol good
hay are readily taken at outside quotations. We quote
at $2'.»ah0 per ton ; choice Northprime Eastern cargo
ern and Eastern carload at ^ j'.relo pi r ton ; interior $l‘.»a
2 i.
Straw $2? per ton.

hay
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This is to certify that Mrs. Manchester has doctored in
my lamily ldr six years with marked success. She has
cured my wife of dropsy in its worst form; my daughter
ot spinal disease of live years’ standing; a sister ol deafAnd I would
ness and catarrh ; my fattier of blindness.
and
recommend her to the public as a skillful
JOHN HOBSON
every way worthy of patronage.
Portland* Maine.

physician,

This Is to certify that Mrs. Manchester has cured me
of scrofula or hip disease of live years’ standing, I
have consulted the best professions in the country and
have derived no benefit. I called on Mrs. Manchester
tcu months ago, ami commenced treatment; the -ore1.-,
three in number, have healed and I have thrown by my
crutches, and am now a well man. I am confident if 1
had not consulted this lady 1 should always have been a

cripple.

Let all invalids give her a fair
doubt, you will be benefited.
lb70.
Biddeford, Me., May

trial, and
S.

1
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is herkby given that for thk
to the stork ot
purpose of receiving subscriptions
tho laeorgeii Valley Wallrou.l, books will he
dlrst day of November next at the
the
on
twenty
opened
named places viz
At Belfast by John C. llobbins; at Belmont by R. F.
Alexander; at Morrill by Warren Cross; at Liberty by
William II. Hunt; at Searsmont by James Fuller; nt
Appleton by Oliver K. Butler; nt Warren by George Y.
Creighton ; at Union by N. II. Burkett; and remain open
tor twenty successive days lrom said twenty-lint day of
NAHUM THURSTON.
November,
-win
l‘er Order.
October 2f, 1870.

Notick
following

Trustees

Sale.

BE SOLD AT PUBLIC
Phenix House Stable,

WILL

AUCTION at the

Saturday, Oct. 29,1870,
o’clock, A. M., one Sorrell Horse, six years old 10
hands high, believed perfectly sound, cau road ten miles
with ease. One Sleigh nearly new.
hour
per
The above described property belonging to estate of
A, W. Johnson, will be sold without reserve to the
highest bidder tor cash. Per Order of Trustees, lw
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Carpetings.

Air TV-lii-.
.laiijnincd. Ifrit.uiiiiia. Blnaiiiclcfl ami
Ilolhiu IV a rc, Snike l*issa»gM. to.I .1 :i 111c1«
! usually tomtit at a Sun.' .Slot*.

Feathers,

-.

>m<

T h iler N'cw

The Stevens

Goods.

Fancy

s,

Ax 1ST ID

Range,
°

1- very
best ('oal Stove ever oilered to t he juiMi
large, boiling six kettles at onec while tin o>.n bakevery ipiick and certain,doing its work
eight large pies,
without halt the hankering for lit, i, in.mih |. -1 by -b>\ es
of tlic old model.
In weight of »asling and beaut\ ol tini-h it exeel-, and
will be sold cheap for a.-h.
Also anew Wood Stove just received which cannot
1
I• •.
heat, and which every one should m
pmclta-int'
elsewhere.
Just received a lot of Wooden Pumps, Seasoned Juni
per and well made. Tin-cheapest and be t Pump ever
used.
Itt ic bM. bum s. dl;a<‘h*. titnl rep iir piece
tor all Stoves in general u
•.
order- for job ami l- ar
mice work solicited.
All persons indebted to the tlrmut
S II HUSKY A
SON, arc rcpie-ted to call at once and settle. is ail demands outstanding on the 1st o 1 Nov. next will !»■' h it
with an Attornt y for collection.
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Simonton Bros, & Co..
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Have received
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new

In-

voice of Fall and Winter

8 and 9.
12.
II
19.
18
26.
25
3.
2
10.
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-ois hereby given that teachers
Institutes ot two days each will be held an follows

Belfast,

constantly

mn

I'’r; uilvl i

Institutes 1870.

Will S. S. Committees please make necessary exertions
to procure a general attendance, of teachers
N. A. I.ITCE, Co. Supervisor.
;{Wlo

I oop

New York.

or

>

S.

Dec.

can

Owing to a conlempl ib-d chanye in in\ la in.- .oe.itiou
I have decided to eid-> u ni\ piv-em -1..
into the
md regardless ul
smallest compass at redm-i-i prie.
t
PUOll
or
COST
This stock consists ri.tiiviy .•! new i*;\
of tin
present year. Coinpri-ing

...

Winterport,

they

REDUCED PRICES.

AT

Bangor, Sept. -is. is:o.
This is to certify that 1 have been sick for twenty-live
years with liver complaint, as the physicians have a»l
told me. 1 have been treated in New York and Bangor
by a large number of Physicians, and found no relief until I called on Mrs. Manchester a short time ago. She
told me very readily what the trouble was—that 1 had
absesses and tumors. I have taken her medicines, and
have had proof that what she told mo was perfectly correct. If any one doubts this, let them call on me personregard
ally, and 1 will give them correct information inand
eon
I want the sick and suffering to g<>
to my case.
suit Mrs. Manciikstkr, and not be discouraged by ignorant and faithless people, hut have a mind of your
own,and you will get relief
Mrs. HENRIETTA PEABODY Voazie.
till

Monroo,
Freedom,

than

rales

AND KITCHEN WARE

eating

Nov.

keep

s t 0 ir ss s

This is to certify that I have been sick for live years
and have been to a great number of physicians, and one
would tell me one thing,and another would tell me 1 had
another disease; then 1 would go to another, and he
would tell me entirely a dilferent story, until 1 got almost discouraged, 1 told the physicians that 1 felt as
me up inside, but they all
though something was
laughed at the idea of anything ot the kind, and said 1
last
two
nervous.
For
the
was
years I commenced growing very large at times, and it seemed to me that my
was
stomach
filling up.audwhen I retired at night it
seemed as if something arose in my throat, and I would
almost suffocate. Reading Mrs. Manchester’s advertisement I was induced to go and consult her. She exam
ined me and told my feelings exactly, and told me that 1
had a live animal of some kind in my stomach. Sin
sail “I don’t know what to call it, but it is brown, ami
looks as much like a caterpillar as anything.” She told
me so correctly about my feelings that I took her medicine. She told me I would be very sick, and so I was. 1
vomited for three days and the third day I threw up
something that resembled a lizard, a horrible looking
thing, about three inches long, about as large as my
finger, and I think I ow«* my life to Mrs. Manchester,
she told me what no doctor ever did or could, Mv health
I say to every one, go and see her
is rapi liy improving.
don’t hear what this one or that one says, but go, ami
you will be perfectly satisfied.
1L RING, Portland, Me.
We can fully testiI>. Kkkd,
to
this statcf
11. Ki'.i'iD,
fy
ment.
M
Hanson,

Lincolnville Centre,
McFarland’s Corner,

In

s&Co.

monton I

ar-

in -Mock, and sell

be obtained in l»o-don

Lewiston, Me.
GREATEST CUKES ON RECORD!

Notice

nice

a

determined

ticle,

-JO, lsru.

DiMuinu* (ured.

Dk.ik Madam:—When >ou were* in this place l ist
summer, 1 called you to examine my case, which was
spinal disease, I had not used my limbs to stand on them
lor three years. 1 have consulted eight or ten Physicians; none ot them done me any good; but I still grew
worse, but by your skill I am now a happy woman, as 1
have full power and strength of my limbs. I must say
lo thcatllicted go and consult Mrs. Manchester, and give
her a lair trial, and you will be well paid.
Very truly yours,
JANE E. HALL,
ONE

lo send a.\\av lor
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Mistraline Island, a
vicinity going
GLOUCESTER FISH MARKET.
small rocky island, ten miles west ol Donein m lit nut 1.
K.tnl ,1 t. ii o t hr oina' ->\
For the week eiuliiuj Oct. 20th
« herb s
l'i'-keiis. price only g.
it being the
copy,
of
west
The
and
thirty
Londonderry.
gal
^
OT'or! o' Mil!
li-rl
I Usti Mi>Kt* 1-. s Coni isu.— Last sales at $0.75 per <iti. Hank
Ih-apfst and best selling Subscription Kook ever vessel
to
till
through large $0.15.
instantly began
irtiir.'M-d a Vi-rdi.-r I«»r M- pipl.ih.-i
pubii-ucd. Kmploymeni given to all who will apbottom and the tires were
M.u i;i:uki..—Shore in light receipt the past fortnight
Large commissions are paiiL and steady and holes stove in the
o
'll lit t
Mlltrh.
unit prices have advanced. \Ye ipiote sales of No. 1 ut
aitable work can In- secured in any locality.
soon extinguished.
No. 2, $ 1U. No transactions in May.
$21,
Krill! i- a!,Oil. I, «y in!*» With this Popular Work, territory may bo eanvasllh ti'll S||\ ill
It became evident that the steamer was
Fiti-.sii 11 Ai.liii T.—None in the inarkt t.
d a third or fourth time with as good success as
ii :i u.
w'Jh > iiiiu* h
K
id'-nt
lost and etforts were therefore diSmukkh no.—1.5 1-2 a 14 cts. per lb.
P .iii*
hopelessly
:.t tirst. it being racy, ehatty. yet reliable, written
by rected to save the lives of the
On..—(’od, 05 cts. per gallon.
’if Mi' hards i r-i'ina
n, ; i.
passengers
ii!> life long friend, who is universally acknowledg1—061—B—
H MMItMMM—flMBMMMiMMBWMI
massed
the
deck.
Four
boats
be
who
were
for
ed
P*
th-task
lie
upon
having
m
K l.r
peculiarly qualified
tu «»l Itoi kland ii i in I and •uni. a!
m
ii engaged for several years past in collecting
were crowded with passengers and launched
V' dll
.11 ^ till! da
hr! load "I K o I -1" s.
K3 >.
MAURI
mat. rial l«*r (hi- interesting work.
\ddross T. L. and
put oil’ lrotn the sinking steamer. JUeI
• pill
Ulna*
Peter .mi ,\ Itrothcrs, Philadclphia, Pa., who will
one of these and he saw no
entered
Garland
tel
In West. Camden, Kith inst., Mr. Kiley 11. Andrews
Photograph of < diaries Ibekeu- to every j
more of the ship or other boats
The weath- and Miss Annie
1 an\ assv-r.
W. Upham, both of Camden.
In North llavcn, Mr. lien jam iu Ames and M iss llellu
i O CAL I I E MS, Ac.
er was very heavy and he thinks there is no
both of North Haven.
L.
Perrigo,
doubt that all the boats were swamped and
In Camden, Mr. Seneca IV. 1’almer to Miss Martha
It is llmv
I'll! lioMI! \ KIIMI \ I HI I’AlilS
News of the County and C;tv.
that he is the only survivor.
Almost instant- Campbell of Charleston, S. C.
in
the
Cinuaii
announced
In Lincolnvillo, lath inst.., .1. P. Sylvester, Esq of
eeuerally
camps ly upon getting into the boat ii capsized and
Lincoluville to Miss Beulah A. Ileal ot Semsmont.
MOh Friday l:i>t. I»v vole of the j iii.it tlic bombardment of Paris will begin on
he lost all consciousness.
On reviving lie
In Ellsworth, Henry J. Spines, of ML Desert, and
lie- J> \ M J. U. 1J.. Mi
"impson, oi 11 lie 1st of November, and tii.it lbl siege guns found himself in the sea
Emma .1. Salisbury, of Eden.
grasping the gun- Mips
.1'
uli d!\ 11 'I iti.-d the 1 >ircet<*r- i,| Hie are already with the army before Paris and
lti Hancock, Mr. Ira li. lleagan.ot Hancock,and ’Iiss
wales of the boat whieh had righted, lie Hannah
A. Hanna, ol Cherrylield.
1
are
on
tinAn
20th.
or ler
.a.
li ra i t hat llie
r*d <> 1 the tonner ( or]" >- | :;o moi'e
expeeteil
succeeded in getting in the boat the second
In Iremont, Mr. William I Kich, and Miss Man E.
has been issued from the (leniian headip.ar:t« 1V
1 *r ;c*ec|itain*e. under th-.
I'M":
<llM !»•
time and found therein the ilead body of a Norton, both ol Tremont.
In Penobscot, Mr. William Mason, ot Lluehill, and
Mi -i
Mi.
ui \ "ji
day nC November,
lodge tius commanding all (human Princes and lady dressed in black silk. McGarland was Miss Lucy
H. l.ittletield, of Penobscot.
Nobles who are hanging about the army
hours
.-1.i•« d i. at a < nnmittc' of the Maine <Vnabout
when
he
In Freedom, by Stephen Strout Esq., Mr. .lames II
tossed
was pieked
many
and rations and occupying
Miss Aura V. Sylvester, both ot Lewiston,
to
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Thurston,
of
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n d. mb isting
1. -rkwood.
by
Surprise, Captain Gillespie, who Me.
to report tor military duty at once up
cruised about the scene of the disaster for a
It
*n.
Ab fin • obtirn and (ieorge M. Fatten, ipiarlers,
or go home.
l the Road and would
long lime in hope of saving life and property.
-"Mi aj»|"*in led to in -1
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ri. ut
in
n:iu:i;i:ss
nkiiotiations. McGarland says that; almost at the very lime
i > 11-: i >.
ot
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j
ot the disaster the passengers and crew were
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for
London
21.
authority
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our
stating
Director and Engineers
!oat
iv tin
tints far are proceeding congratulating themselves that the tempestu- I (lintnary nation, beyond l!io. date, name and aye,must
*d ti Ihirnliaui to m< ttln < om- that the negotiations
ii {•!•"
be paid for,]
ous voyage was very nearly linished and reand a* oi ujKiuy them over the Uoud. The satisfactorily.
In Camden, lbth Inst., Marcus I*. Shorey, aged is
trianville proposed t meeting between M I juicing in the fact that in one short hour they
MV.
nt’.a' dti re as will .<»me b\ special train.
years.
at
I
land
Moville.
would
There
were
certainand
both
assentThiers and Count Bismarck,
In Augusta, of paralysis, William A. Cooper, formerly
*
\7 years.
juit j> devt-inpiug some funny ed.
Bismarck sent M. Thiers a safe eomluct; ly one hundred and eighty souls on board ot iiangor, agedOct.
in Montville,
7, James \V ., son ol Win. and Surah
natterIn the r.re of Hamilton vs. but no basis has been
accepted or suggested, and perhaps more.
Furbush, aged 21 years 0 months and 7 days.
Oct.
HI.
i
<*!v
i'»«
it
Londonderry,
Ves.•
>t
was in
In Oakland, Cal., Oct. 8th, Lily, and Oct. 10th, Hose,
A idenee that when (iranvillc
—Midnight.expresses himself gratified with
of Or. 1*. C. and May Hanson, aged re"
:
married. Hire.** years ago. tin* the maimer in which his overtures have been sels just returning from the scene of the twin daughters
2.» days, and a months mid 27
spectively .» months and
i.
.*
'In' hri'iegrooin
f' years ot age. received on all hands by the other neutral Cambria disaster in the North Channel re- days.
t .hi
IMh
Mason Joy aged 02 years J
In Fllsworth, Oct.
A divorce powers as well as by the belligerents, ex- port that they discovered only a lot of broken
r.
■••ok in unexjM tr.i n mi.
v
a few barrels ot Hour whieh form- months and 22 days.
and
of
their
confidence
success.
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tin*
if**s
:*»iu11<*vy pressing every
grante
petition**
Nothing lias been heard from Paris. Hu- ed a part of her cargo. Nothing yet has been
11.
Inman. I, t.!n* evidenre being .’die allidavit ot
heard of the three small boats which put out
mors of peace abound.
SHIV* NEWS.
Mlir-s that Me* otlV i; e had been committed in
from the steamer when she struck. The hope
in -i «>}>i*11 and. shamei.-ss manner, evidently for
for their safety has not yet been entirely
1*0BIT OF BfiiFAKT.
'I'm I'lsm-.Kiiis Disim it
It is ascertained
Judge Co tting handed
irpose ot a divoiv.
abandoned, but McGarland reports that UnARRIVED.
Attorne v. with the on tin* lii'st authority that the vexed question wind was little short of a hurricane whieh
utidiivit t<* the (mint;
between the United States and <,’anada relami that it he laid before the Era ml Jury, by
at the time and which it would be
Sclis Adaline, Darby, Boston; Uarmona,
Oct.
prevailed
tive to the fisheries will he settled at an early miraculous for such small craft to weather. Halt, Gloucester.
i'ii a true bill was fumed. The anxi Oils divorce
•j4, ,Scli Jack Downing, l'atteison, Dix Island.
day to the entire satisfaction of American
•>*' is
proved too much.
NO HOPE FOR THE MISSING
There is no desire upon the' part
SAILED.
fishermen.
At the present term of the Suprem <? Court, m
of the Canadian authorities to make trouble
Londonderry, Oct. 22.—A careful exOct. 20. Sells D. k. Arey, Ryan, Boston; (ion. Meade,
’hi**
*iint*
<>n
I !«>yle lvs<j., about the matter, or take undue adv
motion of L. I\
do.
antage ol' amination of Lhc coast and waters for miles Cunningham, W.
^ ■hv:•
Kimball, Jr., Hall, Baltimore.
25. Seh G,
-mim iuom. a
1
At least, this is the way around the scene of the Cambria disaster by
Luce uikl Willi am Thonip- existing treaties.
25. Sdi Adaline, Darby. Bangor.
Ksqs wejc udmitn d to praetire in the Courts ( anadian oilicials represent the matter to the the river steamers fails to discover any traces
2d. Sell Cameo, McCarty, Boston; Eclipse, Robbins,
*l this Sfat*tii!
Gloucester; Win. G. Emile, Ryder, Dix Island.
Saturday evening t iiese gentle- State Department, It is understood that as of the missing boats from the Cambria.
By JVl—Galvaston lexas, arrived 22d Inst., Brigs
on
rocks
which
the
The
steamer
struck
to
are
man .nvihd the numb. s of the harm
Minister
reaches
<1 others to si. as the new
England
Sarah, Thompson. Boston; James Miller, Thumbs, New
from
the
is
island.
There
a
miles
the
two
first questions
»
•* rv
d eup-rtuinmeni
light- York.
1,,union this will be among
I lodge's
ph i" i!
.at
s .tloon.
p, receive his attention. The President would house on the latter but there is no warning
the
fatal
rock
to indicate its hidden
Ship Lewis Walsh (of Belfast), White, at Now York
this Fall but for the fact placed on
i. Wilde"
slimah for our railroad '*was §‘Jt»,-IOO have had it settled
lrom Callao, reports Aug. 0, lat 41 JO S. ion JO 15 W. exwill not remain long enough danger. The British Admiralty have been perienced a severe hurricane tromENE to E and SE;
Mr.
that
Motley
!
mile, instead ot $2h.000. as stated )»v us last
notified of the dangerous charac- lost foresail, jib and split mainsail ami topsails;had light
to complete the negotiations, and it was repeatedly
week
winds and calms since crossing the Equator.
to allow tilings to remain as ter of the rock, but have never heeded the ballling Charles Brown, a distressed seaman, a native of !
best
thought
July 20,
W. T Colburn, Ks<p, who has been
to
is
sent
a
Minister
ill
;tnd
warning.
until
<put«*
Germany, sent home from Callao by the American conEngland
sul, died on board, and was buried at sea.
Threatened with fever, is rivovering.
who is likely to remain long enough to finish
Advertising Agencies. One of the most reBark Hanson Gregory, Gregory, of and from Rockland
to
It is sate
say, however, liable establishments of this character, that of John Me., for New Orleans, with granite, ran ashore on
Leaves hav* their time to fall
vav-'tlit? poet, the negotiations.
Florida
Reef 10th inst., and bilged. During the gale,
that there will be no serious trouble about Hooper & Co., of New York, whose name has long before the
and in this region the time is about now
vessel struck, three men were lost overboard
for integrity and financial rethe matter, notwithstanding the somewhat been the synonyme
and drowned. The H. G. registered J40 tons, and was
Mr. William Bechet, of Portland, formerly ot this
Gen. Butler in his sponsibility, has just been merged with the younger built at Rockland in 1855.
of
attitude
belligerent
but not less favorably known house of (t. P. Rowell
Brig Cordova from Belfast for Havana with a loss of
city is suffering from an attaek of paralysis
speech the other day before his fishermen A Co. The success of the last named firm has been everything except her bowsprit and main-mast, arrived
Cori’tie steamer Cambridge lav agr pund four hours friends in Massachusetts.
busiin
the
the
history
of
at
Savannah ou the 25th. Her cargo was not injured.
[Washington
something unparalleled
the gale Oct. 21st.
at her wharf here on Monday
; She was overtaken by
| ness.
respondent Boston Post.
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Glasgow, had been wrecked oil' the
The information was
coast of Donegal.
gnu at them.
brought to that city by the only survivor,
Rm*| Smith, Ksip, o! Bangor, the accomplished
John McGarland, a steerage passenger. The
Monographer, i- nv-mnt at this term of the Court,
intelligence was at lirst disbelieved, notwithoilicial reporlei.
standing the vessel was over due, but is now
« ol. ( base i" bar\
ding his "ccond crop of dande- confirmed by a multitude of telegrams to the
lion green-s i.ii this year. Tic* ,*:imiii C a remark- agents, press and friends of the passengers.
The. telegraph lines throughout Ireland have
able one.
been sadly disarraged by the recent storm.
1 In railroad a
in 111i- county b nv been post'The following despatch summarizing Me
tolled to tic* .1 anuarv term.
Garland’s narrative has just been received
tween
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SCaltiniorr. MilJ
"nsir.
flar.Sencl for I’rico-f.Pt.
do a better thing for your wife on
PROBATE NOTICES.
Robert Edwards, ('apt. Thomas F. Pease, a washing-day than pro\ide her a Doty Washer
which sailed from New Bedford on the loth and a Universal Wringer. It will keep a lies from
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the LYNDE
I-IC
of last May, on a cruise. Assistant District her back and arms, wrinkles from her forehead,
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of October.
and roughness from her hands. It will do tin
Foot
on
Main
A.
of
Park
I).
WO.
for
Governthe
will
Attorney Purdy
appear
work of a hired woman and save your linen from
VITAL S. FULLKR. Guardian of Rosa At. Runhtt, ! UOllftFvl^O.
.T2 »;>!«>.
ment.
The crime of which the accused are being scrubbed out and 1ht temper from
being j tV minor heir of George Ranlett late of Unity, in I
*». .A. I.'i’ A'UM.
aid County of Waldo, deceased, having presented his
charged is punishable by law with death. ehaf d out. [N. York Weekly Tribune.
The leader in the plot to destroy the vessel
W. K. BICKFORD, Clork.
| first account of Guardianship for allowance.
The season for coughs and colds i- rapidly ap- I Ordered, That the said Guardian give notice to all perwas Pardoe, a large and muscular man, who
t onmeted with tie
lie-use is. ^ood I.ive-v Stable,
and every one should he prepared to -ons interested by causing a copy of this order to be pub- j when
proaching.
teams
will
be limit, in <1 at reasonable prices.
lished three weeks successively in the Republican Journal j
served as an English convict in the mines in cheek the lirst
symptoms, as a cough contracted bebursts
id
the
f
H.m-i
and
I'.r
at
n•;»
that
nvej ,-d
Belfast,
a
at
they may appear
Probate!
Australia. Soon after leaving port he form- tween now and'Christinas frequently lasts all win- printedto be held at
21
’ril'*'
Court,
Belfast, within and lor said County, j to and from the Steamers fret >t oliarsr.
ed a plot for the destruction of the vessel Ite ter. There is no better remedy than Johnson's ! on the second Tuesday
of November next, at ton of the |
all
diseases of the throat j clock, before noon, and shew cause, if au> they have,
then induced Allen, who boasts of his Anodyne Liniment .'' F»»r
and lungs, it should be used internally and exter- ! why the same should not be allowed.
FL E Ivl O V a, L!
!
escape from England in consequence of crime ternully.
ASA TIIURLOUGII, Judge.
and of desertion from the United States
A true copy. Attest— B. 1‘. Field, Register.
j
Lung fever, common cold, catarrhal lever, and naarmy, to join in the bold undertaking. .Ian- |
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the |
sal
of
brownish
color
a
m
be
discharge
horse-;, may
sen, Meredith and Duncan, the latter a mere I
County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot October,!
checked at om-e by ;i liberal use of “Sheridan*' <’’a\A. D. 1870.
boy, was soon in league with the two airy Condition Powder^."
TREAT, Executor ot the estate of Jonaconspirators, and it was determined to kill
than Treat late of Frankfort, in said County of
the officers and scuttle the ship.
atGoon
FROM
Irfi.amH
IsK.w.s
tlm
Irish
They
Waldo, deceased, having presented his first account ot
During
ami all the Fashionable critics rewe sent a million of dollars worth of food to
Executorship for allowence.
tempted to sink the vessel by boring holes in famine
i ork.
In land is now repaying the debt with inOrdered, That the said Executor give notice to all Would r< spectfull.y inform It is lrieuds and the
her hull, but subsequently stopped them up
public
for
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be that lo lias removed his fetor!* of fetovr*. Tin) commend them. It has no
terest ; not from her exchequer, not from liars est
in time to escape suspicion. About tnP. M
fields, lmt from the admantine rock* on her road. published three weeks successively in the Republican lVare ;amf I'.jiih, formerly in Hamden's Block,
at Belfast,that they may appear at a Pro- to the
Journal,
printed
of
when
the
EdAn enterprising company in New York is import- bate
however, on the 20th
July
Lustre and Fineness ol
Court, to be held at Belfast,within and for said Counwards was in mid-ocean, son miles away ing ship-load- ot the edible moss that grows on her ty, on the second Tuesday of November next, at ten of
under
it
dills,
and
the
name
of
Sea
Moss
the
cloek
and
shew
before
if
eo-iverling
cause,
noon,
from Bermuda, the nearest point of land, the
any they have,
Texture.
Karine, into an economic source of nourishment why the same should not be allowed.
Formerly occupied l.y Nathan Whitten as a Carriage
alarm of fire was raised and llames were dis- and
ASA T1IURL0UGII, Judge.
food. The new source of aliment is
I
palatable
which lie has had fitted tip xprossly fur hiShop,)
covered in the lower hold between the fore prepared undei a patent. and
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. :iwlo
Call fo" no other make but the
use as a
although hut a year
and main hatches. All hands were imme- in the market, lias already taken precedence of aigelatinous agents heretofore used in cookery. At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the Stove Store & Tin Ware
tinBEAVER
as
it i
diately mustered and all means employed to de*
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of October,
avert the dangei
Seamen handed buckets No epieuie who has tasted, the puddings, custards
°
A. D. 1870.
and jellies made from Sea M"s Karine, will deny
and barrels of water, but were unable, to that
A large and carefully selected Stock ot New and 1m- most riluihh
You can find all
they arc ineomparaMe. The saving effected ^iARAH .1. McKEEN, Administratrix ot the estate
j
subdue the progress of the llames. They l»y using this artiele indead of niaizena, farina or *7 ot Ephriam Me Keen late of bwanville, in said Counproved
ot Waldo, deceased, having presented lier first and
succeeded, however, in tilling between decks, corn stare)) (all of whirl) it excels in palatahility> ty
ties of them at
final account ot Administration on said estate lor allowwith the hatches battened end holes cut in is about fifty per rent.
ance.
Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice to
the upper deck to throw d< \vn water. The
Every pt rsou should he loyal in thought, word all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
crew worked all night and the next day, and and deed, to so
good a government as ours; and published three weeks successively in the Republican
Has been ad.led to hi- former Stock, and w ill be
on the next night apparently seemed masters
printed at Bellast, that they may appear at a
they that are not loyal, have no claim for its pro- Journal,
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
sold at the
Skfe-r € %fel8
tection.
We
do
not say that ndng Renne’s
of the til e, the lower hold being then full of
Magic
the
second
Tuesday of November next, at
County, on
#4~Kspeciul attention is ealhd to tin it 4 it'll VO 1
The lire, not to be overcome, soon < >ii tbr curing quickly all painful complaints, is the tea of the clock before noon, and shew cause, if any
water.
evidence of love to our country, but it is a
( 0<Ht with its Patent Steam Ware, an arrangeme 11
they have, why the same should not, be allowed.
broke out through the sides ol the ship. The only we love ourselves
which carries all the steam and smell lr<»m cookine in o I
some. Sold by Stevens.
sign
ASA TflURLOUGlI, Judge.
the Hues of the stove and chimney. Also the
shear
then
and
was
cut
near
the
rail,
A
true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 3wl."»
plank
Sl.ouo Rewa ri> i- offered l»y the proprietor of Dr.
the water was soon down in the hold. The
KiriiMoxn roiiTAiir.i: i: \x.a:
llames were extinguished in this way on the Pierre's Alt. Ext. or Golden Medical l)lscoverv for At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor tin j
a medicine that will equal it in the cure of all those
of
on
the
second
of
Waldo,
I'.na.KA KAXCK.
County
October,
larboard side, but continued to increase in diseases for which it
Tuesday
is recommended: among A. O. Is70.
which are severe, acute or lingering Coughs, Conintensity on the other side.
CAROLINE B. CLARK, widow ol‘Amasa B. Clark Excellent, Magee, Progress, Sheridan, Rival
At 7 P. M. on the 22d ol July the boats sumption in its early stages. Bronchitis, “Liver
_J late of Troy in said County ot Waldo, deceased,
Parlor Coal Stoves, Aii-tights, Premium
a
were lowered and provisions collected for Complaint,'' or “Biliousness," Constipation of the | having presented petition for an allowance from the
Eos> of Appetite, Scrofulous diseases, and p Tsonal estate ot said deceased.
Bowels,
Franklins.
That the said Caroline, give notice to all perthem, and they all abandoned the ship, with Skin diseases, as
Ordered,
the exception of the captain and one man, Boils. It is sold Eruption.-. Pimples, Blotches ami sons interested by causing a copy ot this order to be
by druggists.
three
weeks
in
the
F,-lorn
Slu'd bail. I.ia.l
published
successively
Republican
who remained on board, steering the ship
Journal printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Korty Years' Experience ha\e tested the Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and lor said
until Pt P. M. At that time the tire broke
out on the uppei deck and spread to the sails virtues of Dr. \\ istar's U.alsam of Wild Cherry, and County, on the second Tuesday of November next, at
IRON & GALVANIZED PIPE
it is now* generally acknowledged to be the best ten of the clock before noon, and shew cause, if any tin y
and masts. The captain and the sailor then
the prayer of said petition should not be Filled to
have,
why
extant
for
and
remedy
Pump and for various other purposes sin t
lung disease; granted.
ASA THUR.LOUGH, Judge.
embarked in a small boat. They stood by embracing the wholepulmonary
Zinc. Tin Ware, Japanned and Britraunia War-,
range from a slight cold to a
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register,
llwlo
Bath
Tubs, ( dipper Boilers Water Cb-set -, Wash
the burning craft all night in company with settled Consumption. Were it not for its merits, it
Bowls, Copper ami W i.-h Bowl f an s s
other boats. Shortly after midnight the masts would long since have “died, and made no sign.”
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all con- PUMlinM. IHMB*
W4»IBBi
fell, and in the morning the ship had burned
II' Yot HAVE THE DYSPEPSIA, Headache, rpUE
JL corned, that she has been duly appointed and taken
to
the
water's
The
Done in the best manner at short not,
occuherselt
the trust of Administratrix of the estate
Dizziness. Costiveness, Piles, Oppression after upon
amidships
edge.
Belfast, in the County of
pants ot the whale boats were in lat. :>75 north, Eating, Sour Rising, or anv Indigestion or Billious- of Ebon Whitcomb, late ofbond
4)i6"ld-tpecial attention will be given to JOB WOKK
as the law directs ; she
Waldo, deceased, by giving
ol ali kinds, .a.ll a
and Ion. til 40 west, at the time they left the ness, it you do not thank us after using Dr. Harri- therefore
85 <»;»!! tigs Ihi niai't1
or!*,
all persons who are indebted to said
requests
son's Peristaltic Lozenges, w7e will forfeit the
IVorlt. *Vc.. *Vr.
l*iinigi
<
and
price
steered
toward
»n
Bermuda.
wreck,
deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those
<>t the box.
Also warranted to cure every kind of who have
any demand* thereon, to exhibit the same for
the following day they were picked lip in Re- Piles.
REMEMBER THE PLACE AT
Korsalo at No. 1. IVemont Temple, Boston settlement to her.
:{w 11
POLLY WHITCOMB.
Rice, ('apt. .lames by E. A. Harrison's A c
open sea by the brig
and
Proprietors,
by
B. Pratt, from Baltimore, bound to Rio do all Druggists. Mailed for (;o cents.
2mol(l
-^
Janeiro.
Previous to leaving the Robert
l|a\
hist received the largest and he t a sortin.
H air \ h;or. In common w ith many others we
tu
;
New Slot c Slot'.',
( LO ! IIS and « I.<> I II 1 N< ever oilere.t in th
Edwards, ('apt. Pease, suspecting something ha\i felt a
lively interest in the investigations
I'uriu-hi
1 lie latent Styles and novelties in (lent
€ iiiircli
tio.
wrong, called Pardoe and asked him it lie which Dr. Aver lias been making to discover the
( Laid- alwavs on hand.
i.
1
Belfast, October 1, lv. «>.
iiad skirted the fire. The latter said that lie causes of failure of the hair, and to provide a remeI In- Stock will heoltVrrd at lower pric than
found < I-ewhmvind go mIs warranted.
and two others had committed the act, Imt dy. His researches are said to have been much
u
and
..ud
ting
done
\V.rk
Cut
udom
THE INDEPENDENT
prompt!)
refused to give their names, lie said his ac- More thorough and exhaustive than any ever made
ranted t. lit.
before. '1 Im result is now before us under the
complices had gone into the hold with him. mime of Ayer’s Hair Vigor. We have given it a
os a
During the efforts to stay the llames two men trial, and with tul! satisfaction, it equals our
—AND—
One, named Daniel most favorable anticipations. Our gray hairs have
al-o Agents lor the Celebrated
W.
jumped overboard.
Burns, was rescued, but John Jenson, a disappeared, or resumed their original eolor; and
M A K !•;
a visible crop ot soft, silken hair lias started on a
ECLECTIC
WEED FAMILY
Dane, was drowned. Pardoe subsequently |
of the scalp which W'as entirely baid. Daily
part
from 01* Broadway, New York, late of Porttold Hie captain that Meredith ami .Jenson ! Voice, Boston.
Formerly
lmo!4
land, by request, lias arrived and taken rooms at the
were the persons who went down the hold !
ims
which is i.iking the lead of all shuttle Mach in.
with him.
<*u coming on board of the Mary
1 Junior House,
t Ur Marlirt, I »r taini 1 y and general \vf>i l».
HEM IMT l*UI( KM n ilREi\T.
Rice, (.’apt. Pratt questioned the conspirators, |
HERSEY & WOODWAUM.
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told him that
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had no
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FISHERMEN!
bitters, TWINES & NETTING.

any

fault
they
they
lind with the ship and that they could not tell
what had prompted them to lire the ship,
apples.
or. lip- Hlppo'i'd
Allen said he had “.stuff” already prepared
I till
\ !ji>\"i
n. away oil tin* ea*U side oi‘ the liver
II'.I m
for the lire and that Pardoe, Meredith and
on
Mom civ, with a wagon containing William
tin- Dane ignited it.
Dimean declared that
'• ■•■-!.' ii
ndiaip.
l .Sonias and wife.
t
They were hrown out and the he was afraid to expose the plot for fear oi
m Inin h
.*• :o p ith
•a .man considerably injured.
his life.
The accused were examined before
\ icc-t'oiisut C’ordino, ni Km, and then sent
lb. ...it lla/eltine, I' |.. *t this city and A. B.
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Persons Afflicted, however slightly, with
SPECIAL NOTICES.
weakness of the Chest or Throat, involving
New Yoke, Oct. 2;5.
either the Larynx, Trachea, Bronchial Tubes, or
should on the lirst symptom,
wink
Charles l’ardoe, Charles Meredith, Freder- the Lungs themselves,
commence with Fellows’ Compound Syrup or
ick Allen and Samuel Duncan, the, latter a ITvpovhospiii i'es, as by its use diseases of those And take no other. See that the
portrait of I)r, Clarke
son of a
the label of each bottle. No other is genuine.
clergyman at Fall River, will lie organs ^even Consumption in its primary stage) are is upon
are
and will not intoxicate, tfsp
brought before the United States Court in speedily cured and more alarming symptoms pre- They pucrly vegetable

A SHIP SET ON

Dress Goods.
A

j

every
This is the most thorough blood purifier yet. discover
cures all humors from the worst Scrof ula to a
common Eruption.
1‘imples and /Hatches mi th< .face,
and scaly or rouyh shin, winch are such annoying blemishes to many young persons, yield to the use ot a tew
bottles of this wonderful medicine, i«rom one to eight
bottles cure Salt /thrum, erysipelas, Scald /had, limy
Worms, Soils, Scaly eruptions, oj the Shin, Scrofula
Sores l lc> rs and Canker'1 in the Mouth and stomach.
If is a pure medicinal extract of native roots and plants,
combining in harmony Nature’s most sovereign curative
instilled into the vegetable
properties, which (lod has
restorer for
kingdom for healing the sick. It is a great
are
the strength and vigor of the system. Those who
or tears,
languid, sleepless, have nervous ajiprehensions
will
or any of the infections symptomatic of weakness,
find convincing evidence of its restorative power upon
trial. 11 you ice] (lull, drowsy, debilitated aim despondin the
cut, have frequent Headache, mouth tastes badly
you are
morning, irreyular appetite and tonyue coated, In
ninny
liitiousness.
or
suffering from Torpid Inver
lAver Complaint'1 only a part of these symp
cases of
such
all
lor
a
remedy
cases,
toms arc experienced. As
has nc equal,as it
I)r. Pierce’s (iolden Medical Discovery
effects perfect cures, leaving the liver strenythenediiml
( ons ipation of the
Habitual
of
cure
the
For
healthy.
and those who have
Bowels it is a never failing r> no d\.
In /Ironused it tor this purpose are loud in its praise.
lets produced many
Msiuise.M
chial, Throat and Lung
other medicines had tailwhere
cures,
remarkable
truly
ed. Sold by druggists at $!.<»» per bottle. Prepared at
the Chemical Laboratory ot
K, \. 1 ILL CL, M. D., Bull ilo, N.
dmosl’-i

ed, and

is ill Stock,

n'leat variety
customer

A

that

cwitify tlu-ir

can

tastes in Price and
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Style.
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LIFEBEHIND ME LIES.

v- miicli «>l' life behind me lies,
My heart grows faint with sorrow,
Thar • ich to-day the swifter flies,
Vnd sooner comes each morrow.

marvel much that once 1 deemed
I' m V azure wings were leaden ;P
Ai l n life’s boundless ether seemed
V tuith’.N ecstasies to dead
!

■

bile now my precious days glide on,
Than all fleet symbols faster;
\\ :'!i fortune gay, scarce quicker goue,
Than glooming with disaster.
\\

i*

that my life has brought
youth dreams fruition;
warp, alas! is thick inwrought
W oh crossings of ambition.

l! i- nut
1 *f its

that iny days have all been good—
them few and fleeting;
Meagre. 1 own. their gains that would
IV worth their poor repeating.
!

mourn

vnd tnis a double worth bestows
On hour* a< yet unsquandered:
l‘n rlf-v to him the sunset grows,
\\ ho the long dav lias wandered.
v

and a h iterer i.
life's shadows lengthen;
-hino the summits high.
Viv.und me fetters strengthen.
•.

..inh

•I

er

whom

11

v *■

me

annot r« at h their golden crests,
I lie while I strive receding;*

on!, impatient while it rests,
\V«
o'er each moment speeding.
It to do, so far to climb,
lit lie learned at fifty!
\
utli is prodigal of time,
only makes us thrifty.

mm

ilver gleams, that in our locks
Vie -unset's pale fore-glances,
I tcli ii- that deed-, not boating clocks,
Mark fitly Time's advances.
n

then to do, since Time will run,
Vnd grave- end earth’s ambitions:
I'lli- lir<t, this only, is well done—
1 o i:v. for hea\cn’s frutious.

W liar-

SCIENCE_v.

LUCK.

Scfo ^bbfrttscimnls

At that time, in Kentucky (said the Hon.
Mr. Knott, M. C.) the law was very strict
1870.
against what is termed “games of chance.” OCTOBER,
About-a dozen of the boys were detected
playing “seven-up” or “old sledge” for
money, and the grand jury found a true bill
against them. .Tint Sturgis was retained to
defend them when the ease came up, of
!
studied over the
The more he
course.
IS NOW THE
matter and looked into the evidence, the
plainer it was that he must lose the case at
la«t—there was no getting around that painThread
ful fact. These boys had certainly been betup tor (he American Market which is
DR. JL. «l \ S
ting money on a game of chance. Even
SIX-CORD IN ALL NUMBERS.
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
public sympathy was aroused in behalf of
SI Emlicott Street, Boston, iVI&«*«.
From No. S to No. 100 inclusive.
Sturgis, People said it was a pity to see him
is so arranged that patients never see or hear each otlu-i
mar his successful career with a big promiRecollect, the only entrance to his otlice is 3¥«. SI, hav
ing no connection with his residence, consequently no
nent case like this, which must go against
Hand and Machine. family
interruption, so that <>ti no account can any person
j him.
hesitate applying at his otiice.
But after several restless
an inspired
1>K. DIX
nights
Agents Wanted for boldly asserts, (and it cannot be contradicted, except b>
idea flashed upon Sturgis, and he sprang out
\VM.
II.
HON.
SEWARD’S GRAND TOUR OF MEXICO. quacks, who will
say or do anything, even perjure themof bed delighted. He thought he saw his
Adventure and ftigiit-Seeini; in the
selves, to impose upon patients,) that he
wav through.
IS TUB ONLY REGULAR GRADUATE
The next day he whispered
UYSH LW
Laml of !Uonte/.iiiua.
ADVERTISING IN HUSTON.
around a little among his clients and a few
Finely illustrated. All who wish to canvass lor the most
TWENTY YEARS
friends, and then when the ease came up in attractive and best selling book will send for circulars,
engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so we I
: court he acknowledged the seven-up and the &c., to Columbian Book Co., Hartford, C onn.
known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hole
;
Proprietors, &c.,that he is much recommended, ami par[betting, and, as his sole defence, had the asticularly to
tounding effrontery to put in the plea that old
LIFE & ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMSTRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
sledge was not a game of chance! There
PANY, of Hartford, Conn. Cash Assets,
To avoid and escape imposition of foreign and native
was the broadest sort ot a smile all over tho
$1,500,000. Grants JLEl'E and i:\ IMMV- quacks, more numerous in Boston than in other i n-'
faces of that sophisticated audience. The
UIJElirr Policies of all approved lorms.
cities,
Ample security, low rates. Also insures
But
smiled
with
the
rest.
DR. DIX
Sturgis
judge
against ACCIDEHTi causing death or proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians
maintained a countenance whose earnestness
total disability.
Policies written by the many of whom consult him in critical
cases, because 01
was even severe.
The opposite counsel tried
year or month. Has pair! $700 per day his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through
for 8i\ Year* in benefits to policy-hold-1' so long experience, practice,and observation.
to ridicule him out of his position, and did
ers.
j not succeed. The judge jested in a ponderAFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in bring deceived
ous judicial way about the thing, but did not
the
lying boasts, misrepresentations, false' promis. s,
by
HEALTH AND ECONOMY.
mid pretentious of
move him.
The matter was becoming grave.
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
The judge lost a little of his patience, and
who know little of the nature and character «.i spe.-ial
said the joke had gone far enough. Jim
Diseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit
Diplomas ot 1 nstiiutions or Colleges, which nev. .-xUim
Sturgissaid heknew of no joke in tliematter—

J.&P. COATS’
BEST SIX-CORD

OKTLY

For

RAV £LER S

—

<

following i-> Oliver Wendell Holme’s hymn

I
'ten

o!

1

the exercises at the laying of the corner
i!i' Har\ard Memorial Hall, and
sung by

for

of
*ii.
hundred under the direction of
Mr. John K Paine :
A"
will, Aanguish of heart- that are breaking,
• one
\\
i- mourners to
weep for our dead,
I-I
m our breasts has grown
weary with aching,
<
n eu i- the turf where our tears we have shed.
W
<•

ode o’er their marbles the mosses are creeping,
-a- ding each name and its record
away,
'<■ tled r
proud story to memory’s keeping,
il ined in tbejemple we
hallow*to-day.

if du d are the battlefields, ended their marches,
Deal are their
to the drum-beat of mornii i.i tlie* sod, yc fair columns and arches!
id
i II iheir fright deeds to the ages unborn i
-1

Emblem and legend may fade from the postal,
Ivey-toiii- nay crumble, and pillar may fall;
v were the builders whose work is
I
immortal,
mwnod wilh the dome that is over us all?

.Vi.uksis

Fireside. “From the
I
of Socrates to Charles Hickens there
''('on one long succession of unfortunate
0
nnples. 1’ iet and painter, dramatist and
["■■'"list,
and
philosopher
linguist—the
Motion-. Hi- Miltons, the Byrons, the Sheri•!:ms. the 1'haekerays—did all marry and
luarrel in tin past. All these men, without
'•'■'
option will, in the future as in the past,
blame their wives lor their several successive
Vnd yet what a record of
atastroplie-.
trile.-~ne.ss and indifference our greatest
m n have left of their domestic life.
Dr.
1
mklin, that old utilitarian kite-flyer, went
1
l.urope, leaving his wife behind, and never
nv
her face for eleven years.
She had
■bared his poverty, practiced his poor Richard
maxims, pinched and economized, patched
and darned, worked early and
late, bred
children, nursed them through jaundice, red
gum.
whooping' cough, measles, scarlet
•ever and tits, while Benjamin
enjoyed the
splendors ot court, velvet couches, great
dinners and choice society. Of course, when
he came back the poor
drudge was no match
h>r iho philosopher; there was a
great gulf
I (-tween them
That her heart rebelled is
manifested in the headstrong acts of his
1 1 ildren.
He quarreled with one ot his sons
and disinherited one of them.
Thus the
mother’s wrongs were
revenged. A just
icl ribution tor
any wrong on woman is sure
tn “"me in the vice and crime of her
children
i" the third and fourth
generations. Henry
i
lay thought lie could safely leave his wife
at Ashland io bear children
and.mako butter
im
the Lexington market,' while he made
laws lor the nation and love to the
lovely
women
in Washington.
There his heart
-tc 1 open as
any boarding-house door, but
-Imt against her who was
playing Solomon’s
ui~“ woman on a farm in
Kentucky, cutting
out linsey and jeans for the
negroes. Hi's
I ream of ambition over, sick and
sad, he
"■“ill back to Ashland to find that the domesI
drudge, called by the holy name of wife,
had reared up for him a race of degenerated,
wayward children. He was filled with the
bitterness of disappointment.
But they
measured the depth’of the mother’s humiliation ; the angles of incidence and retaliation
weie but equal.
Was it the sorrowful
mother that made one son
crazy with hopeless love; another a sour, discontented
man,
overcome through life with a sense of inand
and
lcriority,
jockeys
gamblers ot the
rest? [The Revolution.
vr

[tie
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A

FRENCHMAN EXAMINES A YANKEE.

WORKS

UNITED

STATES

WATCH

GILES, WALES

GILES,

THE

OF

MARION,

&_CO.

WALES

COMPANY,

N. J.

&

CO.,

IMPORTERS, MAXI FACTERERS, AM> JoRRERs

<■

but to further their

JAVA QUA LI TV.
of

Prepared
which

from different kinds ol Coffee,
mingle harmoniously together.

the flavors
Put up in

Japan Tin Cans, Barrels, llalf-Barrels, and Boxes.

WRIGIIT GILLIES & RROTIIER,

233 235 £ 237 Washington St. New York.
50 Cents to $5 per Evening, at Home!
prepared to furnish profitable employment to
Men and Women at their homes. One person in each
locality throughout the United States, can engage in this
business at great wages. We send, I'iikic, full particulars and a valuable sample, which will do to commence
work on. Any person seeing this notice, who wants
profitable, permanent work, should send us their address
without
E. C. ALLE1V, A CO.. Augu»la, lilaiue,
We

are

delay.

HEME.—Have

seen our

circular?

It

you
and send lor it. Every family and perLOOK.
not, be
Du.
Health and
interested who
sure

prize

son

Money.

W. W. HIBBARD, Poultney, Yt.
A DAY EOM
mailed tree. A. J.

tlf|
4)1 U

-A Week Salary !—-Young men wanted as
local and travelling salesmen. Address (with
R.
11. WAl.KER, M Park Row, N. Y.
stamp'

TZ

$5 TO $10 A DAY EASY ENOUGH
We want an Agent, male or female, in every town, to
sell Books which will do good ami everybody wants.
Apply for terms, I«. P. CROWN & SON, Boston.

case

FOR

STOCK

Hen's Fiiniisliiiig Goods.

ot the Common-

wealth of Kentucky against John Wheeler
and others, have carefully considered the
points of the case and tested the merits of
the several theories advanced, and do hereby
unanimously decide that the game commonly known as old sledge or seven-up is eminently a game of science and not of chance.
In demonstration whereof it is hereby and
herein stated, iterated, reiterated, set forth
and made mainifest that, during the entire
night, the “chance” men never won a game
or turned a jack, although both feats were
common and frequent to the opposition ; and
furthermore, in support of this our verdict,
we call attention to the significant fact that
the “chance” men are all busted, and the
“science” men have got the money. It is
the deliberate opinion of this jury that the
“chance" theory concerning seven-up is a
pernicious doctrine, and calculated to inflict
untold suffering and pecuniary loss upon any
community that takes stock in it.
“That is tho way that seven-up came to be
set apart and particularized in the statute
hooks of Kentucky as being a game not of
chance hut of science, and therefore not punishable under the law,” said Mr. Knott.
“That verdict is of record, and holds good to
this day.” [Mark Twain in the Galaxy.

keep in stock many articles not to be lound in
Wholesale Houses, but which are olten wanted by
dealers for particular customers. Many ot these (roods
are made to our special order, and are imported by us direct from manufacturers or large dealers. Without intending a regular Jobbing business, we oiler the trade
anything from our stock, in larger or smaller quantities,
at fair wholesale prices, specifying the tollowing
Cartwright & Warner’s SHIRTS, DRAWERS, LONG
HOSE and HALF HOSE, in all the different grades.
Geo. Bret tie & Co’s heavy and medium SI LK Sill RTS
and DRAWERS.
SCOTCH LAMB’S WOOL SHIRTS AND DRAW
ERS.
FRENCH FANCY SHIRTINGS- Percales and Cretonnes.
PariM Stitched anil Embroidered SHIRT

WE

FRONTS.
& Co.’s Best

Black EG LINTON

Very Rich FANCY SCARFS and TIES.
Eined Glovew and tlitten*: many styles of
llriving: Gloves; English Cardigan .1 ackets.
Meotcli Uliawls, English Collars, *u*|»cnil*
ers, Bilk Handkerchief*. Ilalhrigr^an Half
■lose.C’alf Gloves, Ac., Ac.

The London Street? Glove,
Made to
best
our

special

Engli*li W alk-

ord*‘r—tlie

ing Glow.
We are also constantly supplied with Fisk, Clark &
Flagg’s PATEN T PANTALOON DRAW ERS, in Jean,
Cotton Flannel, and white and scarlet Flannel in all
sizes, 27 to 46 Inch waist and 27 to :M inch in seam.

Howins db Hollis,
YVaoliiiigton,

Itronitielil
cor.
BONTOK.

Mtreet.

Favorably Known

pleasant

WH

A victim ot

Steamer and
—stkamkr-

&c., having

means

ot

every
self-cure, which

his fellow-suflercra. Address
st. New York.

safety,

it I

J.

Spring Arrangements for 1S70.
st v, a ,-vs *•: a i

i

<AM h l

<

offered to the

public,

pronounced by
all the celebrated Opticians of the World to he the

MOST

are

PERFECT,

Natural, Artificial help to the human eye ever known,
They are rround under their own supervision, from
minute Crystal Pebbles, melted together, and derive their
name,

“Diamond,”

on

accouut of their

hardness and

Manhood: How Lost, How Restored
Just published, a new edition of Hr.
CulverHell'N Celebrated E»»u>
on the radical cure (without medicine) of
Sperm atohriuka, or Seminal Weakness,
Involuntary Seminal Losses, Jmpotenc y, Mental and
Physical Incapacity, Impediments to Marriage, etc.; also, Consumption, Epilepsy, and Fits, Induced by
self-indulgence or sexual extravagance.
j*S*Price, in a sealed envelope, only (» cents.
The celebrated author, in this admirable essay, clearly
demonstrates from a thirty years’ successful practice,
that the alarming consequences of self-abuse may be
radically cured without the dangerous use of internal
medicine or the application of the knife; pointing out a
mode ot cure at once simple, certain, and effectual, by
means ol which every sufferer, no matter what Ids condition may be, may cure himself cheaply, privately, and

'eCentl'V,

f|l|'n’lil|in"w,

^TANTE

[mark

ISAAC

ALLARD,

Jeweler and Optician, is Sole Agent for
BELFAST, Maine.
whom they can only be obtained. Theee
goods 1
[From
not
to
at
supplied Pedlers, any price.
|are
lyrfii

Gold Modal

Sewing

Agents,

For State of Maine.
3mos8
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Instant Relief from Pain!
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$1.00.
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rOUTER'S

OR.
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A Sure Cure ami Instant Relit-t
1

hi;. ho\V, i'hysiei ill and Surgeon, No.
•:n.Ii
reef, I’o oil, i- eou.i ll <d ilaI (y for all ,J sense- inn
(In- lein.ile -ysti in.
/ alii.
I'i"ln|.s(! ( ter| W..n.ii, hluor Alim-, Supple--ion, ami o', hei M n ti
I horaiigenu-iii.-, are all treated mi new path l e n
! principles, and speedy reliet guaranieed In a very u n
nays. So invariably certain i the new mode of tied
ment, that most obstinate complaints yi» hi and.
li
and t he utllicted person soon rejoices in pcrlcct h allli.
hr. how has no doubt had greater experii ina ai tic
'■ure o|
disca-es ol women than any otlici ph)-ieiau n
Huston.
Hoarding accommodations lor jiat i< nis w ho m:i, wi d.
( -lay in HO'ton a t w da\ und<
in I r. at m• -nt.
hr. how, since I -t... Iiav ing cnidiiu d hi whole it ten
I ion to an ottice pracliee lor I hi cureot I'riuii hi"
aid he in ale I’oinplai id s, acknowledges m> -up in in,
the
ailed States.
.N.H.
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FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS.

|

11', atfenl ion ol persons making Investment "1
money is called to the above very desirable ‘•ecurits
l ln Itonds run lor twenty years, at -ix per ivnl. intert in gold, and are secured upon the roadbed ol tin
corporation, which costs nearly nine hundred thou-ami
dollars. The whole amount ol tin- e bonds to hr i--ued
is limited to one hundred and lilty thousand dollars,
eaeh bond bearing a cerlilie.ne of one of tlm trustees
that it is a portion ot the said limited amount.
The money markets id th»* world do not ptv-vnt a
better or safer security.
These bond.- are now oilVred lor sale on liberal terms.
\Y
I’. ruhi:[!|;N Treasurer,
Apjily to
lo llast Junel.l'Co.
ITtl

|^!

1

AMERICAN

1

...

GET THE BEST.

HOUSE

B .* 11
P P «•
I
•»
%
4*n (I ii «*
uni ft'
to t *i.'p*i!;i.'. -tainls p-a-rlm.*. uml unriyutl
i- tin I. -t. |Uirkm!, ill ap.-st, t In iiii-t natural, dur
jitI»11
I
a
■, Irirmliv" ami rllortiiul Hair I'vein the worM.
friend
am!
J, C. ROBBINS informs 1.
.-> * lor
hair or w hi-k.a lln.w u or Mack instunttun'mis! \
tin- public that he has h-a.-rd the ibon well !
tin in a p. rl'
!y natural appearance uni i- ui.
I ainl :■ i••
known establishment, where he «.il*-r
nt•
ll..
1 .tn nih il with an- iimiriou
Ktywlui pad. it
taiuuient tv> the tra\ elling ptiblie.
«
I
id I)
ml v
with him h ami sp.
>m; h
He will thorough renovate tin* home, uni.,
'•in
I", ill .Ini:',
:
\ ,\ « '< ».
tiOOHW
l
improvements and every way conform t.. modern m .1
Hie table will be supplied with all the delicacies ih.i! i
e in be
procured,ami special attention :riven to order am
neatness in tin- sleeping apart ment s.
All tin- stages leaving tIt
city take their departin'*
from this house. Coaches run regal irlv to the
if
“W"
and guests conveyed to any part id tin- 11 \ m .Miinie,
^ *
11
Ueltast, May In, l.s; o.
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BKLFAST

Ii

ii n

tidy known

■

>

Ayer’s

■

apt. II. S. RICH, will make three trips per week
Belfast every MONDAY and \V KI > N LSI* \ \
FRIDAY, at 2 o’clock 1“. M.
Returning—leaves Boston every MON DA\ ,W KD.N f.SDA^ and FRIDAY, at o’clock I*. M. Freight taken
at .Summer rates. All Freight must he accompanied by

A Card to the Ladies.
WM. P.
I

Leaving

BURRILL &

Receipts.

CKO.
June

WFI.I.s.

20, lsru.

Agent.
n:;s

BOSTON.

I v< ) A I >

1

\( M 1 /l i I i

:s,|

GOLDEN

Have commenced tin* Manufacture of

1
A I.j Ij I A N <
K
Capt. T. K. iillli J'l:,
Will commence her regular trip'* between Bangor ami I
Boston, leaving Battery whurt Boston, lilt ’KSIMY,
Al’UIliT, 1n?0, touching at Bel last, Sami. Point, Bueksport, Winterport ami Bangor. Freight anil passengers

I.I0W1S &• SOX, Agents.
ti t'.*

PILL.

I

II

Infallible in correcting irregularil i< -i, and inn \iug <,1
structlons ot the monthly periods.
It is over Lnt\
years since these now m well known pills were lir.-i
brought to notice by l>r. Duponco, ot Faiis,
which time they have been extensively and
Mieee.s.sinII\
used by some ot tin- leading physicians, with unparall, I
OF
in tins cm
ed success.
Ladies in poor health, either married
bl .l.FAST, the we-t side of Flu-nix Mow, over blacksingle, suffering trom any ot the ( omplaints pi euiiar i..
Females, will lind the Duponco Holden Fills im.iiu dde
Straw Faelory.
or
at
wholesale
These Trunk* are ollered to the public
viz., Heneral Debility, lleadaebe, Faintn. ->■. 1,,
retail, and as cheap as they can he purchased in boston. ! Appetite, Mental Depression, Fain in the Hack
They are warranted to suit. Trunks and Valises made ! Limbs, Fain in the Loins, Rearing down Fain-, F.-ilp:r
lion ot the Heart, Hetaim-d, Jwo-., Irr.-gulo
to order.
Falutul Menstruation. Rush ot Rlood i•» Head. I »j
uohe.
Dimness of Sight, Fatigue on any slig!,1 ,-\crtion
j
\v. r. bF uki i.b. & co.
j particularly that most annoying, weakening ,ulm. n;
tM2
belfast, April 20, 1S70.
common among Females, both married and
Mngl, tin
Leucorrh.ea or Whiles. Femah s in ever\
id,
period
will liml Dunonco’s Fills a reiue.lv to aid n ature m n,,
discharge ot its tuuctlom*. 1 hey invigorate tin* deMlimi
e l and delicate, and by
regulating and strength, nine th.
•w) M.-m, prepares the youthful constitution tor the dmi,
ot liie, and when taken by those in middle lit,,.j
age they pr.n e a perfect blessing. Therein n.-ihie
i|.
the pills that can do injury to life or health, s-u,their operation, p, rpetual in their happ\ inrluein-.
the Nerves, the Mind and the entire organi/ati<>u
»■
HOlf K. l»roprietoi\
*
AL\ All LI i I LKF1 F.LD, Rostou, Agent, N, |.. s:
Ladies by enclosing $1 by mail will bate the
confidentially to anv address.
lllll(l
,
Mini 111 A 1.1. lftlll

“I" 3F* XT 3XT K. SS
Tn nil Varieties mul Styles,

Sl'MMEIi AUUANCIMEN I’.

|

Railroad

iVharf,
Mate street., Portland, every I uesuay and
Friday
evenings at 10 o’clock, or on arrival ol Express train
from Boston, for Machiasport; touching at Rockland,
Justine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Ml. Desert, Millbridge and
loot 01

Conesport.
Returning will leave Machiasport.

every
Monday and
Thursday Morning at 5 o’clock, touching at the above
named landings; arriving In Portland same night.

For lurtlier iuiormation inquire of
ROSS & STUDIVANT, 17‘J Commercial St.
or, C VRIJS STUDIVANT, Ccn’l
Htl
It.

Agent,

COOPER is still at the old stand of
HALLS & COOPER,

where he will keep constantly on hand a good assortment of Lumbar, Cement, Lime, &uutl anil
IIair, also Corn, Flour and Groceries.
Thankful for past favors he respectfully solicits a continuance of the same.
M. R. COOPER.
Belfast, Feb. 10 1H70.
tf32

CAUTION .—All genuine has the name Peruvian
Peruvian Bark,").blown in the glass

SYitrp,\k(wo^
A

«{*2-page»‘pamphletssent* free.

c

J.', P.. Dlnsjiokk

0

*>A

K *•

■

r.

Tin: i aim ii ciiO*>i
CO., having purchased the
Stores, Storehouses and Wharf of 11. J. ANDERSON, J u., are now opening an entire new stock, Is a substitute lor the water closet or common pio\
and may be used as a moveable coinmode, or l>v ipp'ii
consisting in part of the following articles.
fixed closets. Prices, $*.• t»* sM“. a a *>i ilin«- to UnCORN, GRANULATED SUGAR, JAVA COFFEE, tus for
kind required. Among its ad\untages an
RIO
FLOUR, COFEEE
1.
Complete deodorization from the moment ot ap
JAPAN TEA
HAVANA
PORK,
ST. J AGO
OOLONG
plying to tue earth.
BEEF,
x*. The placing within reach of all. rich and poor, in
MUSCOVADO
RAISINS
LARD,
town and in the country, a simple means toi providing,
TOBACCO, SPICES, SALT, OATS, FISH, &i:.
closet.
A lull and complete assortment of Groceries, which we in the houset a comfortable private lour
months' used i>\
Ono barrel of earth is sutlient lor
invite purchasers to call and examine, and we will
one person.
make prices satisfactory.
C losets for sale by
Circular.
for
Meml
B.
WM.
SWAN,
I! .4 It Til « I ON E l CO.
A. CUTTER SIBLEY.
No. 1# Doane Street, Boston.
lyrlt
tM2
Belfast, May 1, 1869.

WILLIAM

B. SWAN &
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Proprietor, 110 I)ey St:,*New York.
Sold.by all.Druggists.

NOTICE.
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Fill-M-ut* |

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

A

l.*r

ni

For Ml. Deserl & IVSachias.

W1I.I- leave

restoring Cray Hair to
natural Vitality and Color

ui

iis

IMF* > V '(i S

vigor,

j

PROPELLOlt LINE.

taken at reasonable rates.
S. S.
Belfast, April ii, lt>70.

KAI l

1

CO..

order to avail themselves of

and

Steamers

r

TRUNKS!!

TRUNKS!

(

Machine ! jyj

S. A. BLACK, k CO., Cen’l
Belfast, Me.,

11

x i i
(.’apt. .1. 1\ JOHNSON,
an! STKAMF.lt lv VTA 11 DIN,
v

STIMTIMBS G a*

CO., Ilarttord, Conn.

are now

.>n,|

',

,v

Phthisic !

»S-lHir.'-.:i]i'a1 t A I VIN HF.KVKJ \S, Ajjrcllt, lifllaKt.
III.*
JAMES E5IEia J.'W. Ut, ISucL jiorl.

he will send free to
II. TUTTLE, <~s Nassau

cure

E. SPENCER & CO., N. Y.,

eu

LEWIS’ INHALAN Tlor the PhtliMc.

Hostou.

c K I, I'

C'u|»t. WAI.
STEAMER < I1V OF RICHMOND, having
rpilE
_1_ been put in complete or*lor the p At winter, is now
making her regular thrice weekly trips hriweii Portland and landings on the Penobscot River and I'.ay,
leaving Portland every Monday, Wednesday and Friday
at lo o’clock, P. M.,or on the arrival of the Fxprestrain trom Roston.
Leaving Relfa.-.t on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday mornings at o’clock.
be
ticketed
Passengers will
through to Roston and all
intermediate stations, arriving the same evening.
The Richmond is one ot the strongest ami alest boats
overbuilt, oi remarkable speed, clean an I comfortable.
Passengers are assured that every pain- will betaken to

i.

.1

jr.

...

C. HERVEY, Watclimakor and Jeweller, BELFAST

by

Price

E) E GLASSES

indiscre-

WEAKMENN, how to treat and |
it. Pamphlet sent tree. Address Du. Jl. C.
SBMIIAL
NEWELL &

Which

Railroad,

Oity ot." J'XioIs.Tito.one!

decay,
remedy, has

nervous

J.

IN

PATENTED, May is, D.dib

I

Since 1829,

ITEN or LEI'CO It Hill 41: A requires lor
its cure Hunter’* Uterine Ntreugtliener
Price refunded if it tails.
It will greatly benefit the
most aggravated cases.
Sent, carefully packed, post
paid, to any address by mailing $1.25 to us at our risk.
UEO. T1IUM &. CO., 402 Jtrooiae Street, New York,
also for sale by lirst-elass Druggists.

liY

Willi;)in Strvot.

<».

Unfaiinrj Eve Preservers.

4AUAC'KN.—
early
Al'OIU
tion, causing
debility, premature
tried in vain
advertised

MANUFACTURED

|- 1.
,1

»

they

THE DIAMOND GLASSES,

,

.1 !.\ I'tiit.■.I —i it\\
inir.
|*,r|.tri' r.

inr.
thr nil in

ii

th*‘ most Distressing eases ot 1‘lithisie in a lew lninwteInlmled with the breath, it goes directly to the I u
a till air cells, anil relief is immediate and certain

HOOD AGENTS WANTED

Through by

u.

m

■

npiJ

BOSTON & LOWELL.

Aud purchasers must insist on having it
if
do not wish to have an imitation
forced upon them,

simple

j

1

Alw ixy

—

YORK

—--

Should occasion require you to purcluuui
Fuhncstock’s Vermifuge, be purlieu
eureful to hoc that the initials ai t* /»'.
A. This is the article that has been so

a

Oifi<-4*

over

u

"•'till I"., It.i- Im'i'Ii :ii! iiil hv Mr six mouths ; IItal variation tn.m nit an tiiio. In in# only !j:lit -»i
H o o hri-n
I" i' ,m>nth.
th; ou#h dillereur
lions liftin' ountry, from N» w York to (itilvuMnu. 1.
;. uncr amt railroad.
a~, and hark !
i. Uli
! \\ him\ Uicr, l?'.i
r.roudway, N. ■»
Sr \iu i:y lYnn., F*l». *j*. M
\V a i-c ti No. 11:
I-r..I.
he.arin# I rail.' M irk.
'i:: 11 •: n \
.Marion, N .).." maim fact nrcd t>y l
"■’’ih < •»., In- l'« rii
an it d I.V lur thf thiv* month
.'-M
It'll
111.
Alt'!
live
month.
secondly
per
it
il '..Hi! nil from nr an iinii lain# onlv
sr<. n
Treas. r mama It. It., s- Wall Sin
ll.hKI VNt. t engine.
s.
during that tii
I
1* \ I U !
.’oi: bearing Trad* Mark.
Waivii No.
"Ait:
uianufaetm .1 lo l luted
Watch Co., Marion, N.
No. llo.-, 1
Trailr- Mark
hvdn
m
o:‘
A
i. il..;:
\
States Watch Co., h is been carried by me lb
Mai |t>n >.
i.. munulfictlire «l hv I
\\ a tell (’o., ha
bren carried hv m»
its total variation from mean time being ou!> Iw .m
i-t
rn
I'as-m
l
tola
I
CFO.
Ceiu-ral
variation
IVoiu no an time living only sov**n .sciam-i
seconds.
ger
I.OV1S,
il* I h. * ii! in- time.
,\
||
mm,,; *.h k Ida., \
Agent, 1'oldo, W'abash & Western Kail vs >
\
Fr*-*h ri
"Fn * Mi-:
Tone S| rim: t'o., N .1. <\r‘>i
Waivii No. 1
bearing Trade-Mark,
s. ! and iM 'n,
Atherson & Co., Marion. N. .1,,” imnmlaetnred by l

I

Farm For Salo

15. A.

PRICELESS?

NFW

...

I.. K. ettiTi

Phthisic!

twenty years to this1
IS Company issues all kinds ot Lite and P.ndow
particular branch ot the treatment ot all diseases peculiar
ment Insurance Policies.
L
Kspeeial attention i
to females, it is now conceded
by all, (.both in this conn i called to a new provision, contained
iu Policies issued
try and Europe,) that he excels all other known practicthi< Comp: ny, by which alter the payment ot live or
ioners in the safe, speedy and effectual treatment oi all j by
more annual p cmiums, they may he converted into Aulemale complaints.
His medicines are prepared with the express purpose nuities.
This provision is in addition to the ordinary non for
of removing all diseases, such as debility, weakness, tincharaeler ot the Policie> ol tl.is or any otho
natural suppressions, enlargements ol the womb, also all leitiug
Policy holders participate in tin* pr.diis ol
discharges which How from a morbid state of the blood. ! Company.
the Company, and are allowed thirty days grace, lor t InThe Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in his peculiar i
ot
r *ne\val premium
style, both medically and surgically, all disease.-; of tin payment
I>ividends applied at tin* option of the as un d.
female sex, and they are respectfully invited to rail at
No restriction upon residence or I ravel in the t nih d
H'«. 31 Ihidicoit Ktreei, Etait«n>
st.-de. or Pmn,....
SAM 11 FI T. HOWARD,
.>oi:iin om-d.ilhr >■
All letters requiring ad\ ice inuH
Pr. ide.it.
insure an a n.-u er.
M>
J. i. WATTS, Ceuerel A-n-nt, smith ..I
Boston, .Jan. 1 1870—lyr
» ii ua.Ks Arsi in,
)
Li I*. CON 1 os III:,
}
Pkki»Ci si!man,
Special A.rent
Ci-o. iM OO,
f
A Farm, situate in Northport, on tin
1'‘i:ki» Pi nnr.t:,
*t
J
shore road, six miles from Bellas!, ami
one from .Saturday Cove, containing
about fifty acres ol land; cuts about 1'.
tons ot hay; a pasture; well fenced;
plenty ol wafer; an orchard and cranberry bog, and a
A house, barn and out buildings.
location.
The above will be sold at a bargain. Apply to the subscriber on the premises.
1. A. PICKFA.
tt :>
Northport April t 1n7u.

lurly

It!

—OF

D1X

I.,

JLinc

The Boston Transcript says that ‘‘it was
said ot a Boston money-lender that he
kept the trunk containing his securities near
the head of his bed, and lay awake to hear
them draw interest.”

!
<

THE EXCELSIOR

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

LADIES. —The celebrated DR.

Mno
,1:

■■

'■

Boston, Mass.

particularly invites all Ladies who need a Medical or
Surgical adviser, to call at his Rooms, Cl Emlieott St..
Boston, Mans., which they will find arranged for their

its lot; I \ri:iti.>ti brill- mil.
L 1 H A

For Sale

lyrw

;

1’rade Mark,
W uvii
Nt>. JulT bearing
Fayette
Stratton, Marion, N. •>." manufactured by l,'. S. Watch
Co., has been carried by me U months it-' total iri.;
tion from mean time being lit teen semi id-.
1. VROOMAN F.ngin v r N. V. C. \ II. It. It.
\\ A im No. to:;: Stem Winder bearing l tile-M.
mamitu ! tilFrederic Atherton \ Cu., Marion. N. d
on-,
irried ;.y m
ed by C. S. Watch Co., Ini- been
ui;
dulie", 1m>: ; its total variation lrom mean lino

.,

u

FOR

once

FOR SIGHT IS

THE

r

CO., 142 Lako Street, Chicago, 111.

BROTHER &

Watch No. 11:1 bearing Trade-Mark, “Frederic
Atherton X: < o.
mauutactured b> the 1. S. Watch Co.
has been carried by no seven months; its total variation
lrom im an time bid nr onlv mx seconds. A, J.. DFNNIS,
I'n sident N. .). It. 1l. Sc T. Co.
W \ ivii No. 11:.i, Stem Winder -hearing Trade-Mark,
Frederic Atherton v Co., Marion, N. Jmanufactured
by United Slates Watch Co., has been carried by me
H months ; f> months of that time at sea, and in ail the
various climates of Furope. During that time and since
iny return it has not varied one second per week.
H. LASS I Nil, Manager Knickerbocker Fife Insurance Co., liil I’,roadway, N. Y.
I
H a, N. \
Feh. 1.., l-o*.
Wa ivii No. lu.Ys, Stem Winder hearing Tradi Mark,
“Frederic Atherton & Co., Marion, N ,1manntaetiired by F. S. WatcliCo.. ha*' been carried by me twenty
months; ns total ariation lrom meantime Inin.: live
seconds per month
/. ( '. Ft: I KST,
N II. It. IF
Asst. Snpt. N. }

dollar to

SAN F<) IM )S

CAUTION

Buy

npo

insure their comfort and
ltellast, April 27, InO.

quart.

Cannot

insure an answer.
Address 1>r. L.Dix,No. til Kndicott St.
Boston dan. 1 1570—lyr

GILES,

IION. L. E. CHITTENDEN’S Cortiiicnte.
l-'roliTi.- Atherton .1 Co.. M u ion. N. .1.." tn:miil':i.

Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless
of the life and health ot others, there are those among
them who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving
mercury to their patients, or that it is contained''in their
nostrums, so that the “usual fee" may be obtained lor
professedly curing, or “the dollar," or fraction of it,"
may be obtained lor the nostrum. It is thus that many
are deceived, also, and spend large amounts lor
-•xperi
ments with quackery.
DR. DRY’S

one

SIOYKMF.XTs.

Wholesale Booms, 13 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK,
3LiFW vr< ll No. Ills!*, Stem Wiii.lcr—hamne Tru.l. -Miirk,
hrrn auTi.'il In in,' Vom I Viviiibrr. I si ts. to ,1 :iiut;u'\ 17th, 1 -To
New York. Jim. 17. ls'7«>.

some

United States,
All letters requiring advice must contain

FROSTED

>,

And

BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORAN T.

dition or situation of any one, married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of t

NICKKI. AX1)

Flu* liner grades sill having three pairs Conical l*i\ot«. Cap JVwelcil, In <-ol*l Netting-., and ae.•lira:.-i\ d,,j-t.-.i t.» //, ,,i.
in the cheapi t grades, ha*'• the STK A KillT l.l N F Fsoapemeut, with F.xpose.l Pallet .bowls, and II udmed and I. ..i..- ••• ! I!
S I I M W1MHM; liu eh oiism \ve claim u S
X<I 'I'll, SIM/’UC/T), and .s’.If<)(> I'llI s ^ hii her! o unat tai -i u.
i,;‘,t
i. i,t t t.
Constantly ou hand, full lines, all sized, in Cold, Silver, Diamond Set and Magic Cases, Miuuti liepeaters, Ind.-p-jit
three dilL-renf times, tm timing horses, Artillerymen. >xc,
flip-Price List furuished the trade on application, enclosing busiuess card. For sab by the trad" gem ral’.t. Pa ware ol \v..i i.i«— n,.it
llooded, 1 N'sis r on a C ’rtitieate »•( genuineness from those ut whom you purchase, and see that the werds. U.v i.i< »n .\.
barrel. AII others are spurious.

>

Welch, Margetson

A Dubuque grocer, having had an unprecedented demand for vinegar for several days, bottles,
mugs, jugs, tea-pots and other pots, having been
constantly coming for a supply of the acid fluid,
was tempted to try its quality for himself— when
he discovered he hail tapped a wrong cask, and
sold a barrel old ISourbon whiskey at ten cents a

Money

NOSTRUM-MAKERS.
Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, knowing
no other remedy, he relies upon Mi:r<t:ry and gives ii
to all his patients, in Pills, Drops, &c., so the Nostrummaker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts,
Specific, Antidote, &c., both relying upon its olfeets in
curing a few in a hundred, it is trumpeted in various
ways throughout the land; but, alas! nothing is said ot
the balance, some of whom die, others grow worse and
are left to linger and sutler for months or years, until relieved or cured, it posssible, by competent physician*.

TIES.

*iOf>

BOTH

positions, copy lroni medical books much that is written
ot the qualities and effects of diilVn nt herbs and plants
and ascribe all the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specific.&c., most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, because i
of the ancient belief of its
curing everything," but now |
known to
kill more than is cured," and those not I
killed, constitutionally injured for life.
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND

ROYAL HAVANA LOTTERY.
furnished by GEORGE special accommodation.
DR. D1X having devoted

Prizes cashed and information
U PI I AM, Providence, R. I.

COOKING

We, the jury in the

MANUFACTURERS

Charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly
A EE.-Stencil Tool samples confidential, and all
may rely on him with the strictest
Eullam, •»A5 Broadway, N.Y. secrecy and confidence, whatever may be the disease, con-

“stake” from a friend. [Sensation.] During
Explained by Practical Men. A new work,
the next three or four hours the other domicontaining 04 pages, three JPrize Ewsays, illustrated with various kinds of Nteamers,
nie and the other deacons sent into court for
Farm Boilers, Ac., also other information
small loans. And still the packed audience
invaluable to Stock Growers. Sent, post paid,
for 20 cents.
waited, for it was a prodigious occasion in
II. It. I»It I \ III.*:, East
Bull’s Corner, and one in which every father Bethany. H. Y.
of a family was necessarily interested.
TO THE TRADE.
The rest of the story can bo tol.t bviciiy.
About daylight the jury came in. and Deacon
Job, the foreman, read tin: following
VERDICT.

name- of. other «vlNeither 1*. thn-ived

a-urn’

QUACK NOSTRUM-M A K K ICS,
through false certillcates and references, and recommend
ations ot their medicines by the dead, who cannot
expose
or contradict them; or who. besides, to further their im-

room.

In about two hours Deacon Peters sent into court to borrow three dollars from afriend.
[Sensation.] In about two hours more Dominie Miggles sent into court to borrow a

imposition

byrated physicians long since dead.

Washington, Oct. 17. A letter from on
The Scientific Principlo
l-oar.l the jj. s. Steamer
Plymouth, in the
l .i'ghsh Channel,
says that a French man-of- On which they are constructed brings the core or centre radically.
U U'
of the lens
in front of the eye, producing a dead
WThis Lecture should be in the hands of every youth
atter Passing the
Plymouth, and diBdnctdirectly
vision, as in the natural, healthy sight, and and every man in the land.
came
fight,
after
all
ua
Sent, under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address,
Wa?not
unpleasant sensations, such a9 glimmerd
preventing
lull lilt, \\ . went
to our quarters and
load- ing and wavering of sight, dizziness, &c., peculiar to all postpaid on receipt of six cents, or two post stamps.
ed the guns, and waited for
in
Also, l>r. Culverwell’8 “Marriage (iuide,” price 25
him to come up others use.
cents.
\\ e jogged along at our usual rate
Address the Publishers,
of speed,
are Mounted In the Finest
They
Manner,
six knots
and hrencliy after
CIIAS. J. C. KLINE & CO.,
us, with his
<uvw at their quarters.
{In trainee of the beet quality, of all materials used for 121 llouery.Yew York, Post Ollice Box 4,.r»MO.
He came
our
that purpose.
upon
Iyr8
starboard quarter, and we
thought he intended putting a shot across our
bows so we THEIR FINISH AND DURABILITY
D !
lowered our pivot ports, and run out
an elevCANNOT BE SURPASSED.
An Agent in every town in Maine to sell the
en-inch gun, when he shoved off and
went
CAUTION.—None genuine unless bearing their trade
away.
<> stamped on every frame.
An Iowa husband a few months
ago agreed to
his wife three dollars a week to
maintain
comparative silence, deducting one cent for each
superfluous word she uttered. She now owes him
nearly enough to pay the national debt.

Feet Front -Iron and Class."

part of the world ; others .'xbil.it Diploma-tot i!u
Dead, how obtained, unknown, not onlv
u uiio- .net
advertising in names of those ins t ied in the diplomas

brilliancy.

give

250

in any

his clients could not be punished for indulging
in what some people chose to consider a game

■

■

1

pul

of chance until it was proven that it teas a game
of chance.
Judge and counsel said that
INDIAN SUMMER.
would be an easy matter, and forthwith called Deacons Job, Peters, Burke and Johnson,
I
i„
tin; death of the flowers,
and Dominies Wirt and Miggles, to testify :
\11*: i" t-.re the\ are buried in the snow,
and they unanimously and with strong feelv
a tedival season.
W li- ii uatuiv is all aglow—
ing put down the legal quibble of Sturgis, by
i\v \vith the mystical splendor
v
that old sledge was a game ot
pronouncing
!li::t i\ a!‘ the brightness of spring—
chance.
\
i *w with beautv more tender
“What do you call it now ?” said the Judge.
li hi aught which fair summer could bring.
“I call it a game of science!” retorted
hi
-pint akin to the rainbow
Sturgis, “and Pll prove it, too!”
Then borrows its magical dyes.
They saw his little game.
A n<! inaiitie- flie far-spreading landscape
He brought in a cloud of witnesses, and
In Inn*.- that bewilder the eyes.
1 it -un from his cloud-pillowed chamber,
produced an overwhelming mass of testimony
■"mile- soft on a vision so gay,
to show that old sledge was not a game of
a nd dreams that his favorite children,
but a game of science.
chance,
I he flowers, have not yet passed away.
Instead of being the simplest ease in the
I here'world, it had somehow turned out to be an
luminou- mist on the mountains,
A light, azure haze in the air,
excessively knotty one. The Judge scratchh angels, while heavenward soaring,
ed his head over it awhile, and saidtherewas
II t l left their bright robes floating there;
no way of coming to a determination, because
flu hree/o i.- so soil, so caressing,
just as many men could he brought into
11 -i ims a inuu* token of love,
court who would testify on one side as on the
A1111 floats to the heart like a blessing
from -one* happy spirit above.
other, hut ho said he was willing to do the
fair thing by all parties, and would act upon
1
day- so serene and so charming,
\u akeii a dreamy delight—
any suggestion Mr. Sturgis would make for
solution of the difficulty.
A tremulous, tearful enjoyment.
[theMr.
Like -oft -trains of music at night;
Sturgis was on his feet iu a second:
V>
know the\ are fading and fleeting,
a jury of six of each, Luck
Impanel
I .it quickly, too quickly, they’ll end.
a
versus Science, give them candles and
And watch them with yearning affection
A
at parting we watch a dear friend.
couple of packs of cards, send them into the j
jury room, and just abide by tho result.”
.1 h -aiitifu! Indian Summer!
There was no
l'fui favorite child of the year—
disputing the fairness of the
I Imu darling, whom nature enriches
proposition. The lour deacons and the two
W rli grifl- and adornments so dear,
dominies were sworn in as the “chance” juryI!" \ fain would we woo thee to linger
men, and six inveterate old seven-up profes'*n mountain- and meadows awhile,
sors were chosen to represent the “science”
in hearts, like the sweet heart of Nature,
side of the issue. They retired to the jury
1
!■
and grow young in thy smile.
j
! alone to the sad fields of Autumn,
l»
t thou a lost brightness restore,
l*ui tlmu bringest a world-weary spirit
"\veet. dreams of it* childhood once more.
I h> loveliness tills us with memories
«»i all that was brightest and best—
I'll) peace and serenity offer
A foreta-t** of heavenly rest.

WILL BE FORFEITED BY Dr. L. DIX
QfTAA
tptJi f failing to cure in less time than any
other physician, more effectually and
permanently, with
less restraint from occupation or less
exposure to a'l
weather, with safe
pleasant medicines.
SELF-ABUSE ND SOLITARY HABITS,
Their effects and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND
SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies
SECRET AND DELICATE
DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases ot the
Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body; Pimples on
the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in youth and the more advanced, at all ages, of
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.
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